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McCool groups of toral relatively hyperbolic groups

VINCENT GUIRARDEL

GILBERT LEVITT

The outer automorphism group Out.G/ of a group G acts on the set of conjugacy
classes of elements of G. McCool proved that the stabilizer Mc.C/ of a finite set of
conjugacy classes is finitely presented when G is free. More generally, we consider
the group Mc.H/ of outer automorphisms ˆ of G acting trivially on a family of
subgroups Hi , in the sense that ˆ has representatives ˛i that are equal to the identity
on Hi .

When G is a toral relatively hyperbolic group, we show that these two definitions
lead to the same subgroups of Out.G/ , which we call “McCool groups” of G. We
prove that such McCool groups are of type VF (some finite-index subgroup has a
finite classifying space). Being of type VF also holds for the group of automorphisms
of G preserving a splitting of G over abelian groups.

We show that McCool groups satisfy a uniform chain condition: there is a bound,
depending only on G, for the length of a strictly decreasing sequence of McCool
groups of G. Similarly, fixed subgroups of automorphisms of G satisfy a uniform
chain condition.

20F28; 20F65, 20F67

1 Introduction

Mapping class groups of punctured surfaces may be viewed as subgroups of Out.Fn/

for some n (with Fn denoting the free group of rank n). Indeed, they consist of
automorphisms of Fn fixing conjugacy classes corresponding to punctures. More
generally, the group of automorphisms of Fn fixing a finite number of conjugacy
classes was studied by McCool [30], who proved in particular that such groups are
finitely presented. We therefore define:

Definition 1.1 Let G be a group. Let C be a set of conjugacy classes Œci � of elements
of G. We denote by Mc.C/ the subgroup of Out.G/ consisting of outer automorphisms
fixing each Œci �. If C is finite, we say that Mc.C/ is an elementary McCool group of G

(or of Out.G/).
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Work on automorphisms suggests a more general definition:

Definition 1.2 Let G be a group. Let HD fHig be an arbitrary family of subgroups
of G. We say that ' 2 Aut.G/ and its image ˆ 2 Out.G/ act trivially on H if ' acts
on each Hi as conjugation by some gi 2G. Note that ˆ acts trivially if and only if it
has representatives 'i 2 Aut.G/ with 'i equal to the identity on Hi .

We denote by Mc.H/ or McG.H/ the subgroup of Out.G/ consisting of all ˆ acting
trivially on H .

If H is a finite family of finitely generated subgroups, we say that Mc.H/ is a McCool
group of G (or of Out.G/).

Elementary McCool groups correspond to McCool groups with H a finite family of
cyclic groups. Mc.H/ does not change if we replace the Hi by conjugate subgroups,
so it is really associated to a family of conjugacy classes of subgroups.

For a topological analogy, one may think of Mc.H/ as the group of automorphisms of
G D �1.X / induced by homeomorphisms of X equal to the identity on subspaces Yi

with �1.Yi/DHi .

McCool groups are relevant for automorphisms for the following reason (see Guirardel
and Levitt [25]). Consider a splitting of a group yG as a graph of groups in which G is
a vertex group and the Hi are the incident edge groups. Then any element of McG.H/
extends “by the identity” to an automorphism of yG. Topologically, if X is a vertex
space in a graph of spaces yX and edge spaces are attached to subspaces Yi �X, then
any homeomorphism of X equal to the identity on the Yi extends to yX by the identity.

In this paper we will consider McCool groups when G is a toral relatively hyperbolic
group: G is torsion-free and hyperbolic relative to a finite set of finitely generated
abelian subgroups. This includes in particular torsion-free hyperbolic groups, limit
groups and groups acting freely on Rn –trees.

We will show (Corollary 1.6) that in this case any Mc.H/ is an elementary McCool
group Mc.C/; in other words, it is equivalent for a subgroup of Out.G/ to be an
elementary McCool group Mc.C/, or to be a McCool group Mc.H/ with H a finite
family of finitely generated groups, or to be Mc.H/ with H arbitrary. We will not
always make the distinction in the statements given below.

It was proved by McCool [30] that (elementary) McCool groups of a free group are
finitely presented. Culler and Vogtmann [9, Corollary 6.1.4] proved that they are of
type VF: they have a finite-index subgroup with a finite classifying space (ie there
exists a classifying space which is a finite complex). We proved in [25] that Out.G/
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is of type VF if G is toral relatively hyperbolic (in particular, Out.G/ is virtually
torsion-free). Our first main results extend this to certain naturally defined subgroups
of Out.G/.

Theorem 1.3 If G is a toral relatively hyperbolic group, then any McCool group
Mc.H/� Out.G/ is of type VF.

Theorem 1.4 If G is a toral relatively hyperbolic group and T is a simplicial tree
on which G acts with abelian edge stabilizers, then the group of automorphisms
Out.T /� Out.G/ leaving T invariant is of type VF.

Our most general result in this direction (Corollary 6.3) combines these two theorems;
it implies in particular that Mc.H/\Out.T / is of type VF if T is as above and H is
any family of subgroups each of which fixes a point in T .

Remark Some of these results may be extended to groups which are hyperbolic
relative to virtually polycyclic subgroups, but with the weaker conclusion that the
automorphism groups are of type F1 (see Guirardel and Levitt [17]). On the other
hand, one can show that, if there exists a hyperbolic group which is not residually finite,
then there exists a hyperbolic group with Out.G/ not virtually torsion-free (hence
not VF).

Our second main result is the following:

Theorem 1.5 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. McCool groups of G

satisfy a uniform chain condition: there exists C D C.G/ such that, if

Mc.H0/© Mc.H1/© � � �© Mc.Hp/

is a strictly decreasing chain of McCool groups in Out.G/, then p � C .

This is based, among other things, on the vertex finiteness we proved in [24]: if G

is toral relatively hyperbolic, then all vertex groups occurring in splittings of G over
abelian groups lie in finitely many isomorphism classes.

The chain condition, proved in Section 5 for McCool groups Mc.H/ with H a finite
family of finitely generated groups, implies:

Corollary 1.6 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. If H is a (possibly infinite)
family of (possibly infinitely generated) subgroups Hi �G, there exists a finite set of
conjugacy classes C such that Mc.H/DMc.C/. In particular, any Mc.H/ is a McCool
group and any McCool group is an elementary McCool group Mc.C/.
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The chain condition also implies that no McCool group Mc.H/�Out.G/ is conjugate
to a proper subgroup. Note, however, that McCool groups may fail to be co-Hopfian
(they may be isomorphic to proper subgroups). To illustrate the variety of McCool
groups, we show:

Proposition 1.7 Out.Fn/ contains infinitely many non-isomorphic McCool groups
if n� 4; it contains infinitely many non-conjugate McCool groups if n� 3.

It may be shown that the bounds on n are sharp (see the appendix). We will also show
in the appendix that, if G is a torsion-free, one-ended hyperbolic group, then Out.G/
only contains finitely many McCool groups up to conjugacy.

Say that J �G is a fixed subgroup if there is a family of automorphisms ˛i 2Aut.G/
such that J D

T
i Fix˛i , with Fix˛ D fg 2G j ˛.g/D gg. The chain condition also

implies:

Theorem 1.8 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. There is a constant
c D c.G/ such that, if J0   J1   � � �   Jp is a strictly ascending chain of fixed
subgroups, then p � c .

This was proved by Martino and Ventura [29] for G free, with c.Fn/D 2n. In [18],
we will apply Theorems 1.3 and 1.8 to the study of stabilizers for the action of Out.G/
on spaces of R–trees.

As explained above, one does not get new groups by allowing the set C in Definition 1.1
to be infinite or by considering arbitrary subgroups as in Definition 1.2. The following
definition provides a genuine generalization.

Definition 1.9 Let G be a group, and C a finite set of conjugacy classes Œci �. We write
C�1 for the set of classes Œc�1

i �. Let �Mc.C/ be the subgroup of Out.G/ consisting
of automorphisms leaving C [ C�1 globally invariant; it contains Mc.C/ as a normal
subgroup of finite index. We say that �Mc.C/ is an extended elementary McCool group
of G.

More generally, if H is a finite family of subgroups, one can define finite extensions
of Mc.H/ by allowing the Hi to be permuted or the action on Hi to be only “almost”
trivial.

Proposition 1.10 Given a toral relatively hyperbolic group G, there exists a number
C such that, if a subgroup �M � Out.G/ contains a group Mc.H/ with finite index,
then the index Œ �M WMc.H/� is bounded by C .

In particular, for C finite, the index of Mc.C/ in �Mc.C/ is bounded by a constant
depending only on G.
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It follows that extended elementary McCool groups satisfy a uniform chain condition
as in Theorem 1.5 (see Corollary 6.4). We also have:

Corollary 1.11 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Let A be any subgroup
of Out.G/ and let CA be the (possibly infinite) set of conjugacy classes of G whose
A–orbit is finite. The image of A in the group of permutations of CA is finite and
its order is bounded by a constant depending only on G. In other words, there is a
subgroup A0 �A of bounded finite index such that every conjugacy class in G is fixed
by A0 or has infinite orbit under A0 .

When G is free, one may take for A0 the intersection of A with a fixed finite-index
subgroup of Out.G/ (independent of A); see Handel and Mosher [26].

One may also consider subgroups of Aut.G/.

Definition 1.12 Let H be a family of (conjugacy classes of) subgroups, and H0 <G

another subgroup. Let Ac.H;H0/ � Aut.G/ be the group of automorphisms acting
trivially on H (in the sense of Definition 1.2) and fixing the elements of H0 .

Proposition 1.13 If G is a non-abelian, toral relatively hyperbolic group, then the
group Ac.H;H0/ is an extension

1 �!K �! Ac.H;H0/ �!Mc.H0/ �! 1;

where Mc.H0/�Out.G/ is a McCool group and K is the centralizer of H0 (isomorphic
to G or to Zn for some n� 0).

Corollary 1.14 Theorems 1.3 and 1.5 also hold in Aut.G/: groups of the form
Ac.H;H0/ are of type VF and satisfy a uniform chain condition.

Theorems 1.3 and 1.4 are proved in Section 3 and Theorem 1.5 is proved in Section 5.
All other results are proved in Section 6.
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2 Preliminaries

In this paper, G will always denote a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Any non-trivial
abelian subgroup A of G is contained in a unique maximal abelian subgroup. The
maximal abelian subgroups are malnormal (G is CSA), finitely generated and there
are finitely many non-cyclic ones up to conjugacy. Two subgroups of A which are
conjugate in G are equal.

The center of a group H will be denoted by Z.H /. We write NK .H / for the normalizer
of a group H in a group K , with N.H /DNG.H /. Centralizers are called ZK .H /.

We say that ˆ 2 Out.G/ preserves a subgroup H, or leaves H invariant, if its repre-
sentatives ' 2Aut.G/ map H to a conjugate. If ' 2Aut.G/ equals the identity on H,
we say that it fixes H.

Definition 2.1 If H is a family of subgroups, we let Out.GIH/�Out.G/ be the group
of automorphisms preserving each H 2H , and �Out.GIH/ the group of automorphisms
preserving H globally (possibly permuting groups in H).

We denote by
Out.GIH.t//DMc.H/� Out.G/

the group of automorphisms acting trivially on groups in H (as in Definition 1.2).

We write
Out.GIH.t/;K/ WD Out.GIH.t//\Out.GIK/;

Out.GIH;K/ WD Out.GIH[K/:

Remark Out.GIH.t// and Mc.H/ denote the same group. The notation Out.GIH.t//
is more flexible and will be convenient in Section 3.

We will often view a set of conjugacy classes CDfŒci �g as a family of cyclic subgroups
HDfhciig since Mc.C/DMc.H/. Note that Out.GIH/ is larger than Mc.C/DMc.H/
since ci may sent to a conjugate of c�1

i .

For example, suppose that H <G DZn is the subgroup generated by the first k basis
elements and HD fH g. Then Out.G/D GL.n;Z/, the group Out.GIH/ consists of
block triangular matrices, and Out.GIH.t//DMc.H/ is the group of matrices fixing
the first k basis vectors.

There are inclusions Out.GIH.t//� Out.GIH/� �Out.GIH/. Note that Out.GIH.t//
has finite index in Out.GIH/ and �Out.GIH/ if H is a finite family of cyclic groups.
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Given a family H and a subgroup J, we denote by HjJ the J–conjugacy classes of
subgroups of J conjugate to a group of H . We view HjJ as a family of subgroups
of J, each defined up to conjugacy in J. In the next subsection we will define a closely
related notion HkJ when J DGv is a vertex stabilizer in a tree.

If C is a set of conjugacy classes Œci �, viewed as a set of cyclic subgroups, CjJ is the
set of J–conjugacy classes of elements of J representing elements in C .

Now suppose that subgroups of J which are conjugate in G are conjugate in J ; this
holds for instance if J is malnormal (in particular if J is a free factor) and also if J

is abelian. In this case we may view HjJ as a subset of H; it is finite if H is.

2.1 Trees and splittings

A tree will be a simplicial tree T with an action of G without inversions. A tree T is
relative to H (resp. C ) if any group in H (resp. any element representing a class in C )
fixes a point in T .

Two trees are considered to be the same if there is a G–equivariant isomorphism
between them. In this paper, all trees will have abelian edge stabilizers.

Unless mentioned otherwise, we assume that the action is minimal (there is no proper
invariant subtree). We usually assume that there is no redundant vertex (if T n fxg has
two components, some g 2 G interchanges them). If a finitely generated subgroup
H �G acts on T with no global fixed point, there is a smallest H–invariant subtree,
called the minimal subtree of H.

The tree T is trivial if there is a global fixed point (minimality then implies that T is
a point). An element or a subgroup of G is elliptic if it fixes a point in T . Conjugates
of elliptic subgroups are elliptic, so we also consider elliptic conjugacy classes.

An action of G on a tree T gives rise to a splitting of G, ie a decomposition of G as
the fundamental group of the quotient graph of groups � D T=G. Conversely, T is
the Bass–Serre tree of �. All definitions given here apply to both splittings and trees.
In particular, a splitting is relative to H if every H 2H has a conjugate contained in a
vertex group.

Minimality implies that the graph � is finite. There is a one-to-one correspondence
between vertices (resp. edges) of � and G–orbits of vertices (resp. edges) of T . We
denote by V the set of vertices of � and by Gv the group carried by a vertex v 2 V .
We also view v as a vertex of T with stabilizer Gv . Similarly, we denote by e an edge
of � or T , by Ge the corresponding group (always abelian in this paper) and by E

the set of non-oriented edges of �.
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Edge groups being abelian, hence relatively quasiconvex, every vertex group Gv is
toral relatively hyperbolic (see for instance [25]).

The edge groups carried by edges of � incident to a given vertex v will be called the
incident edge groups of Gv . We denote by Incv the family of incident edge groups
(we view it as a finite family of subgroups of Gv , each well defined up to conjugacy).

If H is a finite family of subgroups of G and v is a vertex stabilizer of T , we denote
by HkGv

the family of subgroups H �Gv which are conjugate to a group of H and fix
no other point in T . Two such groups are conjugate in Gv if they are conjugate in G

(see [25, Lemma 2.2], where the notation HjGv
is used instead), so we may also view

HkGv
as a subset of H (it contains some of the groups of H having a conjugate in Gv ),

or as a finite family of subgroups of Gv , each well-defined up to conjugacy (HkGv
may

be smaller than HjGv
because we do not include subgroups of edge groups).

Any splitting of Gv relative to Incv extends to a splitting of G. If T is relative to H ,
any splitting of Gv relative to Incv[HkGv

is relative to HjGv
and extends to a splitting

of G relative to H .

If C is a set of conjugacy classes, we view CkGv
as the subset of C consisting of classes

having a representative that fixes v and no other vertex. In particular, CkGv
is finite if

C is.

A tree T 0 is a collapse of T if it is obtained from T by collapsing each edge in a
certain G–invariant collection to a point; conversely, we say that T refines T 0. In terms
of graphs of groups, one passes from � D T=G to � 0 D T 0=G by collapsing edges;
for each vertex v0 2 � 0, the vertex group Gv0 is the fundamental group of the graph of
groups �v0 occurring as the preimage of v0 in �.

All maps between trees will be G–equivariant. Given two trees T and T 0, we say
that T dominates T 0 if there is a map f W T ! T 0 or, equivalently, if every subgroup
which is elliptic in T is also elliptic in T 0 ; in particular, T dominates any collapse T 0.
We sometimes say that f is a domination map. Minimality implies that it is onto.

Two trees belong to the same deformation space if they dominate each other. In other
words, a deformation space D is the set of all trees having a given family of subgroups
as their elliptic subgroups. We say that D dominates D0 if trees in D dominate those
in D0.

2.2 JSJ decompositions [21; 22]

Let H be a family of subgroups of G. Recall that a tree T is relative to H if all groups
of H are elliptic in T .
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We denote by HCab the family obtained by adding to H all non-cyclic abelian subgroups
of G.

The group G is freely indecomposable relative to H if it does not split over the trivial
group relative to H ; equivalently, G cannot be written non-trivially as A�B with every
group of H contained in a conjugate of A or B (if H is trivial, we also require G¤Z,
as we consider Z as freely decomposable). Non-cyclic abelian groups being one-ended,
being freely indecomposable relative to H is the same as being so relative to HCab.

Let A be another family of subgroups (in this paper, A consists of the trivial group
or is the family of all abelian subgroups). Once H and A are fixed, we only consider
trees relative to H , with edge stabilizers in A. We also assume that trees are minimal.

A tree T (with edge stabilizers in A, relative to H) is universally elliptic (with respect
to H) if its edge stabilizers are elliptic in every tree. It is a JSJ tree if, moreover,
it dominates every universally elliptic tree. The set of JSJ trees is called the JSJ
deformation space (over A relative to H). All JSJ trees have the same vertex stabilizers,
provided one restricts to stabilizers not in A.

When A consists of the trivial group, the JSJ deformation space is called the Grushko
deformation space (relative to H). The group G has a relative Grushko decomposition
G D G1 � � � � � Gn � Fp , with Fp free, every H 2 H contained in some Gi (up
to conjugacy) and Gi freely indecomposable relative to HjGi

. Vertex stabilizers of
the relative Grushko deformation space D are precisely conjugates of the Gi . The
deformation space is trivial (it only contains the trivial tree) if and only if G is freely
indecomposable relative to H . Writing G D fG1; : : : ;Gng, note that Out.GIH[ G/
has finite index in Out.GIH/, because automorphisms in Out.GIH/ leave D invariant
and therefore permute the Gi (up to conjugacy).

Now suppose that A consists of all abelian subgroups and G is freely indecomposable
relative to a family H . Then [22, Theorem 11.1] the JSJ deformation space relative
to HCab contains a preferred tree Tcan ; this tree is invariant under �Out.GIH/ (the
group of automorphisms preserving H).

It is obtained as a tree of cylinders. We describe this construction in the case that will be
needed here (see [23, Proposition 6.3] for details). Let T be any tree with non-trivial
abelian edge stabilizers, relative to all non-cyclic abelian subgroups. Say that two
edges e and e0 belong to the same cylinder if their stabilizers commute. Cylinders are
subtrees intersecting in at most one point.

The tree of cylinders Tc is defined as follows. It is bipartite, with vertex set V0[V1 .
Vertices in V0 are vertices of T belonging to at least two cylinders. Vertices in V1 are
cylinders of T . A vertex v 2 V0 is joined to a vertex Y 2 V1 if v (viewed as a vertex
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of T ) belongs to Y (viewed as a subtree of T ). Equivalently, one obtains Tc from T

by replacing each cylinder Y by the cone on its boundary (points of Y belonging to at
least one other cylinder).

The tree Tc only depends on the deformation space D containing T and it belongs
to D . Like T , it has non-trivial abelian edge stabilizers and is relative to all non-cyclic
abelian subgroups. It is minimal if T is minimal, but vertices in V1 may be redundant
vertices.

The stabilizer of a vertex v1 2 V1 is a maximal abelian subgroup. The stabilizer of
a vertex in V0 is non-abelian and is the stabilizer of a vertex of T . The stabilizer of
an edge v0v1 with vi 2 Vi is an infinite abelian subgroup; it is a maximal abelian
subgroup of Gv0

(but it is not always maximal abelian in Gv1
).

The �Out.GIH/–invariant tree Tcan mentioned above is the tree of cylinders of JSJ
trees relative to HCab. It is a JSJ tree and the tree of cylinders of Tcan is Tcan itself.

Let �can D Tcan=G be the quotient graph of groups and let v 2 V0=G be a vertex with
Gv non-abelian. If Gv does not split over an abelian group relative to incident edge
groups and to HkGv

, it is universally elliptic (with respect to both H and HCab ) and
we say that Gv (or v ) is rigid; otherwise, it is flexible.

A key fact here is that every flexible vertex v of �can is quadratically hanging (QH). The
group Gv is the fundamental group of a compact (possibly non-orientable) surface †,
and incident edge groups are boundary subgroups of �1.†/ (ie fundamental groups of
boundary components of †); in particular, incident edge groups are cyclic. At most
one incident edge group is attached to a given boundary component (groups carried
by distinct incident edges are non-conjugate in Gv ). If H is conjugate to a group
of H , then H \Gv is contained in a boundary subgroup. Conversely, every boundary
subgroup is an incident edge group or has a finite-index subgroup which is conjugate
to a group of H .

As Szepietowski [34] does, we denote by PMC.†/ the group of isotopy classes of
homeomorphisms of † mapping each boundary component to itself in an orientation-
preserving way. We view PMC.†/ as a subgroup of Out.�1.†//DOut.Gv/; indeed,
PMC.†/D Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;H

.t/
kGv

/.

2.3 Automorphisms of trees

There is a natural action of Out.G/ on the set of trees, given by precomposing the
action on T with an automorphism of G. We denote by Out.T / the stabilizer of a
tree T . We write Out.T;H/ for Out.T /\Out.GIH/, and so on.
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If T is a point, Out.T /DOut.G/. If G is abelian and T is not a point, then T is a line
on which G acts by integral translations and Out.T / is the group of automorphisms
of G preserving the kernel of the action.

We now study Out.T / in the general case, following Levitt [27].

We always assume that edge stabilizers are abelian. This implies that all vertex or
edge stabilizers H have the property that the normalizer N.H / acts on H by inner
automorphisms; indeed, N.H / is abelian if H is abelian and is equal to H if H is
not abelian.

One first considers the action of Out.T / on the finite graph � D T=G. We always
denote by Out0.T / the finite-index subgroup consisting of automorphisms acting
trivially.

We study it through the natural map

�D
Y
v2V

�vW Out0.T / �!
Y
v2V

Out.Gv/

recording the action of automorphisms on vertex groups (see [27, Section 2]); recall
that V is the vertex set of �. Since N.Gv/ acts on Gv by inner automorphisms, �v.ˆ/
is simply defined as the class of ˛jGv

, where ˛ 2 Aut.G/ is any representative of
ˆ 2 Out0.T / leaving Gv invariant.

The image of � is contained in
Q
v2V Out.GvI Incv/ (the family of incident edge

groups at a given v is preserved). It contains the subgroup
Q
v2V Out.GvI Inc.t/v /

because automorphisms of Gv acting trivially on incident edge groups extend “by the
identity” to automorphisms of G preserving T .

The kernel of � is the group of twists T , a finitely generated abelian group when no
edge group is trivial (bitwists as defined in [27] belong to T because the normalizer of
an abelian subgroup is its centralizer). We therefore have an exact sequence

1 �! T �! Out0.T /
�
�!

Y
v2V

Out.GvI Incv/:

Now suppose that T is relative to families H and K (ie each Hi and Kj fixes a point
in T ). A trivial but important remark is that T � Out.GIH.t/;K.t//. As pointed out
in [25, Lemma 2.10], we haveY

v2V

Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;H
.t/
kGv

;KkGv
/� �

�
Out0.T /\Out.GIH.t/;K/

�
�

Y
v2V

Out.GvI Incv;H
.t/
kGv

;KkGv
/
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(see Section 2.1 for the definition of HkGv
; groups of HkGv

that are conjugate in G

are necessarily conjugate in Gv ).

The fact noted above that the image of Out0.T / by � contains
Q
v2V Out.GvI Inc.t/v /

expresses that automorphisms ˆv 2 Out.Gv/ acting trivially on incident edge groups
may be combined into a global ˆ 2 Out.G/. In Section 3.2.4 we will need a more
general result, where we only assume that the ˆv have compatible actions on edge
groups.

Given an edge e of �, there is a natural map �eW Out0.T /! Out.Ge/, defined in the
same way as �v above. If v is an endpoint of e , the inclusion of Ge into Gv induces a
homomorphism �v;eW Out.GvI Incv/!Out.Ge/ with �eD �v;e ı�v (it is well-defined
because the normalizer NGv

.Ge/ acts on Ge by inner automorphisms).

Lemma 2.2 Consider a family of automorphisms ˆv 2 Out.GvI Incv/ such that, if
eD vw is any edge of �, then �v;e.ˆv/D �w;e.ˆw/. There exists ˆ 2Out0.T / such
that �v.ˆ/Dˆv for every v .

We leave the proof to the reader. The lemma applies to any graph of groups such
that, for every vertex or edge group H, the normalizer N.H / acts on H by inner
automorphisms. ˆ is not unique: it may be composed with any element of T .

In Section 3.2.4 we will have a family of automorphisms ˆe 2 Out.Ge/ and we will
want ˆ 2 Out0.T / such that �e.ˆ/D ˆe for every e . By the lemma, it suffices to
find automorphisms ˆv 2 Out.GvI Incv/ inducing the ˆe .

2.4 Rigid vertices

We now specialize to the case when T D Tcan is the canonical JSJ decomposition
relative to HCab discussed in Section 2.2.

If v is a QH vertex, the image of Out0.T / \ Out.GIH.t// in Out.Gv/ contains
PMC.†/D Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;H.t/kGv

/ with finite index (see [25, Proposition 4.7]).

If v is a rigid vertex, then Gv does not split over an abelian group relative to Incv[HkGv
.

By the Bestvina–Paulin method and Rips theory, one deduces that the image of
Out0.T /\Out.GIH.t// in Out.Gv/ is finite if H is a finite family of finitely generated
subgroups (see [25, Theorem 3.9 and Proposition 4.7]).

Lemma 2.3 Let H and K be finite families of finitely generated subgroups, with each
group in K abelian. Assume that G is one-ended relative to H[K and let Tcan be the
canonical JSJ tree relative to .H[K/Cab.
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The image of
Out0.T /\Out.GIH.t/;K/

by �vW Out0.T / ! Out.Gv/ is finite if v is a rigid vertex of Tcan . Its image by
�eW Out0.T /! Out.Ge/ is finite if e is any edge.

Proof Define KZ by removing all non-cyclic groups from K . Being freely indecom-
posable relative to H[K is the same as being freely indecomposable relative to H[KZ ,
and a tree is relative to .H[K/Cab if and only if it is relative to .H[KZ/

Cab. We
may therefore view Tcan as the canonical JSJ tree relative to .H[KZ/

Cab.

Let v be a rigid vertex. The group Out.GIH.t/;K/ is contained in Out.GIH.t/;KZ/,
which contains Out.GIH.t/;K.t/Z / with finite index. As explained above, the image
of Out0.T /\Out.GIH.t/;K.t/Z / in Out.Gv/ is finite [25, Proposition 4.7]. The first
assertion of the lemma follows.

Since Tcan is bipartite, every edge e is incident to a vertex v which is QH or rigid. In
the first case Ge is cyclic, so there is nothing to prove. In the second case the map
�eW Out0.T /! Out.Ge/ factors through Out.Gv/ and the second assertion follows
from the first.

3 Finite classifying space

In this section, we prove that McCool groups of a toral relatively hyperbolic group
have type VF (Theorem 1.3) and that so does the stabilizer of a splitting (Theorem 1.4).
In the course of the proof, we will describe the automorphisms of a given maximal
abelian subgroup which are restrictions of an automorphism of G belonging to a given
McCool group (Proposition 3.10).

We start by recalling some standard facts about groups of type VF.

A group has type F if it has a finite classifying space and type VF if some finite-index
subgroup is of type F. A key tool for proving that groups have type F is the following
statement:

Theorem 3.1 (See for instance Geoghegan [15, Theorem 7.3.4]) Suppose that G

acts simplicially and cocompactly on a contractible simplicial complex X. If all point
stabilizers have type F, so does G. In particular, being of type F is stable under
extensions.

If G has a finite-index subgroup acting as in the theorem, then G has type VF. In
particular:
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Corollary 3.2 Given an exact sequence 1!N !G!Q! 1, suppose that Q has
type VF and G has a finite-index subgroup G0 < G such that G0 \N has type F.
Then G has type VF.

Remark 3.3 Suppose that G acts on X as in Theorem 3.1. If point stabilizers are
only of type VF, one cannot claim that G has type VF, even if G is torsion-free. This
subtlety was overlooked in [20, Theorem 5.2] (we will give a corrected statement in
Corollary 3.8) and it introduces technical complications (which would not occur if we
only wanted to prove that the groups under consideration have type F1 ). In particular,
to study the stabilizer of a tree with non-cyclic edge stabilizers in Section 3.2.3, we
have to prove more precise versions of certain results (such as the “moreover” in
Theorem 3.4).

3.1 McCool groups are VF

In this subsection we prove the following strengthening of Theorem 1.3:

Theorem 3.4 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Let H and K be two
finite families of finitely generated subgroups, with each group in K abelian. Then
Out.GIH.t/;K/ is of type VF.

Moreover, if groups in H are also abelian, then there exists a finite-index subgroup
Out1.GIH;K/�Out.GIH;K/ such that Out1.GIH;K/\Out.GIH.t/;K/ is of type F.

Recall (Definition 2.1) that Out.GIH.t/;K/ consists of classes of automorphisms acting
trivially on each group Hi 2H (ie as conjugation by some gi 2G ) and leaving each
Kj 2 K invariant up to conjugacy.

It will follow from Corollary 1.6 that the main assertion of Theorem 3.4 holds if H is
an arbitrary family of subgroups (see Corollary 6.3), but finiteness is needed at this
point in order to apply Lemma 2.3.

Convention 3.5 In this subsection, a superscript 1, as in Out1.GIH;K/, always
indicates a subgroup of finite index. The superscript 0 refers to a trivial action on a
quotient graph of groups (see Section 2.3).

3.1.1 The abelian case The following lemma deals with the case when G D Zn.

Lemma 3.6 Let H and K be finite families of subgroups of Zn. Consider the subgroup
A D Out.ZnIH.t/;K/ of GL.n;Z/ consisting of matrices acting as the identity on
groups Hi 2 H and leaving each Kj 2 K invariant. Then A is of type VF. More
precisely, every torsion-free subgroup of finite index A0 �A is of type F.
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Recall that GL.n;Z/ is virtually torsion-free, so groups such as A0 exist.

Proof The set of endomorphisms of Zn acting as the identity on Hi and preserving Kj

is a linear subspace defined by linear equations with rational coefficients. It follows
that the groups A and A0 are arithmetic: they are commensurable with a subgroup of
GL.n;Z/ defined by Q–linear equations. By Borel and Serre [7], every torsion-free
arithmetic subgroup of GL.n;Q/ is of type F.

To deduce Theorem 3.4 when G is abelian, we simply define Out1.GIH;K/ as any
torsion-free, finite-index subgroup of Out.GIH;K/.

If G is not abelian, we shall distinguish two cases.

3.1.2 The one-ended case We first assume that G is freely indecomposable relative
to H[K : one cannot write G D A �B with each group of H[K contained in a
conjugate of A or B . We then consider the canonical tree Tcan as in Section 2.2 (it is
a JSJ tree relative to H , K and to non-cyclic abelian subgroups). It is invariant under
Out.GIH;K/, so Out.GIH;K/� Out.Tcan/.

We write Out0.Tcan/ for the finite-index subgroup consisting of automorphisms acting
trivially on the finite graph �can D Tcan=G and

Out0.GIH;K/D Out.GIH;K/\Out0.Tcan/;

which has finite index in Out.GIH;K/.

Recall that non-abelian vertex stabilizers Gv of Tcan (or vertex groups of �can ) are
rigid or QH. Also recall from Section 2.3 that, for each vertex v , there is a map
�vW Out0.Tcan/! Out.GvI Incv/, with Incv the family of incident edge groups (see
Section 2.1).

We define a subgroup Outr .GIH;K/�Out.GIH;K/ by restricting to automorphisms
ˆ 2 Out0.GIH;K/ and imposing conditions on the image of ˆ by the maps �v :

� If Gv is rigid, we ask that �v.ˆ/ be trivial.

� If Gv is abelian, we fix a torsion-free subgroup of finite index Out1.Gv/�Out.Gv/
and we ask that �v.ˆ/ belong to Out1.Gv/.

� If Gv is QH, it is the fundamental group of a compact surface †. Each boundary
component is associated to an incident edge or a group in H[K (see Section 2.2), so
�v.ˆ/ preserves the peripheral structure of �1.†/ and may therefore be represented by
a homeomorphism of †. Since groups in H[K , and their conjugates, only intersect Gv
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along boundary subgroups, the image of Out0.GIH;K/ by �v contains the mapping
class group

PMC.†/D Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;H
.t/
kGv

;K.t/
kGv

/

(see Section 2.2); the index is finite. We fix a finite-index subgroup PMC;1.†/ of
type F and we require �v.ˆ/ 2 PMC;1.†/. In particular, ˆ acts trivially on all
boundary subgroups of †.

Let Outr .GIH;K/ consist of automorphisms ˆ2Out0.GIH;K/ whose images �v.ˆ/
satisfy the above conditions. These automorphisms act trivially on edge stabilizers.

It follows from Lemma 2.3 that Outr .GIH;K/\Out.GIH.t/;K/ always has finite
index in Out.GIH.t/;K/. If groups in H are abelian, then Outr .GIH;K/ has finite
index in Out.GIH;K/. It therefore suffices to prove that

O WD Outr .GIH;K/\Out.GIH.t/;K/

is of type F (this argument, based on Lemma 2.3, is the only place where we use the
assumptions on H and K).

Every edge of Tcan has an endpoint v with Gv rigid or QH, so elements of O act
trivially on edge stabilizers of Tcan . Consider an abelian vertex stabilizer Gv . Elements
in �v.O/ are the identity on incident edge groups and groups in HkGv

, and leave groups
in KkGv

invariant. By Lemma 3.6 these conditions define a group Bv�Out.Gv/ which
is of type VF and Cv WD Bv \Out1.Gv/ is a group of type F containing �v.O/.

Recall from Section 2.3 the exact sequence

1 �! T �! Out0.Tcan/
�
�!

Y
v2V

Out.GvI Incv/:

We claim that the image of O by � is a direct product
Q
v2V Cv , with Cv as above if

Gv is abelian, Cv D PMC;1.†/ if v is QH, and Cv trivial if v is rigid. The image
is contained in the product. Conversely, given a family .ˆv/v2V , with ˆv 2 Cv , the
automorphisms ˆv act trivially on incident edge groups, so there is ˆ 2 Out0.Tcan/

with �v.ˆ/Dˆv . Since ˆv acts trivially on Incv [HkGv
and preserves KkGv

, this
automorphism is in O . This proves the claim.

It follows that �.O/ is of type F. The group of twists T is contained in O , because
twists act trivially on vertex groups and T is relative to H[K , so we can conclude
that O is of type F by Theorem 3.1 if we know that T is of type F. The group T
is a finitely generated abelian group. It is torsion-free, hence of type F, as shown in
[25, Section 4] (alternatively, one can replace Outr .GIH;K/ by its intersection with a
torsion-free, finite-index subgroup of Out.G/, which exists by [25, Corollary 4.4]).
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This proves Theorem 3.4 in the freely indecomposable case. To prove it in general, we
need to study automorphisms of free products.

3.1.3 Automorphisms of free products In this subsection, G does not have to be
relatively hyperbolic.

Let G D fGig be a family of subgroups of G. We have defined Out.GIG/ as au-
tomorphisms leaving the conjugacy class of each Gi invariant and Out.GIG.t// as
automorphisms acting trivially on each Gi .

More generally, consider a group of automorphisms Qi �Out.Gi/ and QD fQig. We
would like to define Out.GIG.Q//�Out.GIG/ as the automorphisms ˆ acting on each
Gi as an element of Qi . To be precise, given ˆ2Out.GIG/, choose representatives 'i

of ˆ in Aut.G/ with 'i.Gi/DGi . We say that ˆ belongs to Out.GIG.Q// if every
'i represents an element of Qi . This is well-defined (independent of the chosen 'i ) if
each Gi is a free factor (more generally, if the normalizer of Gi acts on Gi by inner
automorphisms).

The goal of this subsection is to show:

Proposition 3.7 Let GDG1�� � ��Gn�Fp , with Fp free of rank p , and let GDfGig.
Assume that all groups Gi and Gi=Z.Gi/ have type F.

Let QD fQig be a family of subgroups Qi �Out.Gi/. If every Qi is of type VF, then
Out.GIG.Q// has type VF.

More precisely, there exists a finite-index subgroup Out1.GIG/� Out.GIG/, indepen-
dent of Q, such that, if every Qi is of type F, then Out1.GIG/\Out.GIG.Q// has
type F.

The “more precise” assertion implies the first one, since Out.GIG.Q0// has finite index
in Out.GIG.Q// if every Q0i is a finite-index subgroup of Qi .

Assume that Gi and Gi=Z.Gi/ have type F. The proposition says in particular that
the Fouxe-Rabinovitch group Out.GIG.t// is of type VF, and that Out.GIG/ is of
type VF if every Out.Gi/ is. If we consider the Grushko decomposition of G, then
Out.GIG/ has finite index in Out.G/ and we get:

Corollary 3.8 (Correcting [20, Theorem 5.2]) Let G DG1 � � � � �Gn �Fp , with Fp

free and Gi non-trivial, not isomorphic to Z and not a free product. If every Gi and
Gi=Z.Gi/ has type F and every Out.Gi/ has type VF, then Out.G/ has type VF.
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Proof of Proposition 3.7 We prove the “more precise” assertion, so we assume that
Qi � Out.Gi/ has type F. We shall apply Theorem 3.1 to the action of Out.GIG.Q//
on the outer space defined in [20]. We let D be the Grushko deformation space relative
to G , ie the JSJ deformation space of G over the trivial group relative to G (see
Section 2.2). Trees in D have trivial edge stabilizers and non-trivial vertex stabilizers
are conjugates of the Gi .

Like ordinary outer space [9], the projectivization �D of D is a complex consisting
of simplices with missing faces and the spine of �D is a simplicial complex. It is
contractible for the weak topology [19].

The group Out.GIG/ acts on D , hence on the spine, and the action of the Fouxe-
Rabinovitch group Out.GIG.t//�Out.GIG.Q// is cocompact because there are finitely
many possibilities for the quotient graph T=G for T 2D . In order to apply Theorem 3.1,
we just need to show that stabilizers are of type F.

Out.GIG/ also acts on the free group (isomorphic to Fp ) obtained from G by killing
all the Gi (it may be viewed as the topological fundamental group of � D T=G

for any T 2 D). In other words, there is a natural map Out.GIG/ ! Out.Fp/.
We fix a torsion-free, finite-index subgroup Out1.Fp/ � Out.Fp/ and we define
Out1.GIG/� Out.GIG/ as the pullback of Out1.Fp/.

Given T 2 D , we let S be its stabilizer for the action of Out1.GIG/ and SQ its
stabilizer for the action of Out1.GIG/ \ Out.GIG.Q//. We complete the proof by
showing that SQ has type F.

We first claim that S equals Out0.T /, the group of automorphisms of G leaving T

invariant and acting trivially on � DT=G. Clearly Out0.T /�S . Conversely, we have
to show that any ˆ2S acts as the identity on �. First, ˆ fixes all vertices of � carrying
a non-trivial group Gv , because Gv is a Gi (up to conjugacy) and the Gi are not
permuted. In particular, by minimality of T , all terminal vertices of � are fixed. Also,
by our definition of Out1.GIG/, the image of ˆ in Out.�1.�// is trivial or has infinite
order. The claim follows because any non-trivial symmetry of � fixing all terminal
vertices maps to a non-trivial element of finite order in Out.�1.�// if � is not a circle.

The map � (see Section 2.3) maps S onto
Q

i Out.Gi/, and the image of SQ is
Q

i Qi ,
a group of type F. The kernel is the group of twists T , which is contained in SQ , so
it suffices to check that T has type F. Since edge stabilizers are trivial, T is a direct
product

Q
i Ki , with KiDG

ni

i =Z.Gi/; here ni is the valence of the vertex carrying Gi

in � and the center Z.Gi/ is embedded diagonally (see [27]). There are exact sequences

1 �!G
ni�1
i �!G

ni

i =Z.Gi/ �!Gi=Z.Gi/ �! 1;

so the assumptions of the proposition ensure that T is of type F.
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3.1.4 The infinitely ended case We can now prove Theorem 3.4 in full generality.
We let G DG1 � � � � �Gn �Fp be the Grushko decomposition of G relative to H[K
(see Section 2.2) and G D fGig. Each Gi is toral relatively hyperbolic, so has type F
by Dahmani [10]. Its center is trivial if Gi is nonabelian, so Gi=Z.Gi/ also has type F.
This will allow us to use Proposition 3.7.

Lemma 3.9 Let Q D fQig with Qi D Out.Gi IH
.t/
jGi
;KjGi

/ and let R D fRig with
Ri D Out.Gi IHjGi

;KjGi
/. Then

Out.GIG.Q//D Out.GIH.t/;K/\Out.GIG/;

Out.GIG.R//D Out.GIH;K/\Out.GIG/:

Moreover, Out.GIG.Q// has finite index in Out.GIH.t/;K/ and Out.GIG.R// has
finite index in Out.GIH;K/.

Proof If ˆ belongs to Out.GIG.Q//, it belongs to Out.GIH.t/;K/, because every
group in H[K has a conjugate contained in some Gi . Conversely, automorphisms in
Out.GIH.t/;K/ preserve the Grushko deformation space relative to H[K and therefore
permute the Gi , so Out.GIG/\Out.GIH.t/;K/ has finite index in Out.GIH.t/;K/. If
' 2Aut.G/ leaves Gi invariant and maps a non-trivial H �Gi to a conjugate gHg�1,
then g 2Gi because Gi is a free factor. This shows

Out.GIH.t/;K/\Out.GIG/� Out.GIG.Q//;

completing the proof for Out.GIG.Q//. The proof for Out.GIG.R// is similar.

The first assertion of Theorem 3.4 now follows immediately from the one-ended case
together with Proposition 3.7, since Out.GIH.t/;K/ contains Out.GIG.Q// with finite
index. There remains to prove the “moreover”.

Each Gi is freely indecomposable relative to HjGi
[ KjGi

, so we may apply the
“moreover” of Theorem 3.4 to Gi . We get a finite-index subgroup R1

i �Ri such that
Q1

i WDR1
i \Qi has type F. Let R1 D fR1

i g and Q1 D fQ1
i g.

By Proposition 3.7, there is a finite-index subgroup Out1.GIG/�Out.GIG/ such that
Out1.GIG/\Out.GIG.Q1// has type F. Now write

Out1.GIG/\Out.GIG.Q
1//D Out1.GIG/\Out.GIG.R

1//\Out.GIG.Q//:

By Lemma 3.9, we may replace the last term Out.GIG.Q// by Out.GIH.t/;K/. Defin-
ing

Out1.GIH;K/ WD Out1.GIG/\Out.GIG.R
1//;
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we have shown that Out1.GIH;K/\Out.GIH.t/;K/ has type F. There remains to
check that Out1.GIH;K/ is a finite-index subgroup of Out.GIH;K/.

Since Out1.GIG/ has finite index in Out.GIG/ and R1
i is a finite-index subgroup

of Ri , the group Out1.GIH;K/ has finite index in Out.GIG/\Out.GIG.R//, which
equals Out.GIG.R// and has finite index in Out.GIH;K/ by Lemma 3.9.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.4.

3.1.5 The action on abelian groups We study the action of Out.G/ on abelian sub-
groups. The result of this subsection (Proposition 3.10) will be needed in Section 3.2.4.

A toral relatively hyperbolic group has finitely many conjugacy classes of non-cyclic
maximal abelian subgroups. Fix a representative Aj in each class. Automorphisms of G

preserve the set of Aj (up to conjugacy), so some finite-index subgroup of Out.G/ maps
to
Q

j Out.Aj /. We shall show in particular that the image of a suitable finite-index
subgroup Out0.G/ � Out.G/ is a product of McCool groups

Q
j Out.Aj I fFj g

.t// �Q
j Out.Aj /.

This product structure expresses the fact that automorphisms of non-conjugate maximal
non-cyclic abelian subgroups do not interact. Indeed, consider a family of elements

ĵ 2 Out.Aj / and suppose that each ĵ , taken individually, extends to an auto-
morphism ŷj 2 Out0.G/; then there is ˆ 2 Out0.G/ inducing all ĵ simultaneously.

In fact, we will work with two (possibly empty) finite families H and K of abelian
subgroups and we will restrict to Out.GIH.t/;K/. We shall therefore define a finite-
index subgroup Out0.GIH.t/;K/� Out.GIH.t/;K/.

First assume that G is freely indecomposable relative to H[K . As in Section 3.1.2, we
consider the canonical JSJ tree Tcan , we restrict to automorphisms ˆ2Out.GIH.t/;K/
acting trivially on �can D Tcan=G and we define Out0.GIH.t/;K/ by imposing condi-
tions on the action on non-abelian vertex groups Gv : if Gv is QH, the action should
be trivial on all boundary subgroups of † (ie �v.ˆ/ 2 PMC.†/); if Gv is rigid, then
�v.ˆ/ should be trivial. We have explained in Section 3.1.2 why this defines a subgroup
of finite index Out0.GIH.t/;K/ in Out.GIH.t/;K/. Note that Out0.GIH.t/;K/ acts
trivially on edge groups of Tcan .

If G is not freely indecomposable relative to H[K , let GDG1�� � ��Gn�Fp be the rel-
ative Grushko decomposition. To define Out0.GIH.t/;K/, we require that ˆ maps Gi

to Gi (up to conjugacy) and the induced automorphism belongs to Out0.Gi IH
.t/
jGi
;KjGi

/

as defined above.
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Elements of Out0.GIH.t/;K/ leave every Aj invariant (up to conjugacy) and we
denote by

� W Out0.GIH.t/;K/ �!
Y
j

Out.Aj /

the natural map.

We can now state:

Proposition 3.10 Let H and K be two finite families of abelian subgroups and let
Out0.GIH.t/;K/ be the finite-index subgroup of Out.GIH.t/;K/ defined above.

There are subgroups Fj �Aj such that the image of � W Out0.GIH.t/;K/!
Q

j Out.Aj /

equals
Q

j Out.Aj I fFj g
.t/;KjAj

/.

Recall that the Aj are representatives of conjugacy classes of non-cyclic maximal
abelian subgroups.

Proof The Aj are contained (up to conjugacy) in factors Gi of the Grushko decom-
position relative to H[K and the Gi are invariant under Out0.GIH.t/;K/. Since any
family of automorphisms ˆi 2 Out0.Gi IH

.t/
jGi
;KjGi

/ extends to an automorphism
ˆ 2 Out0.GIH.t/;K/, we may assume that G is freely indecomposable relative
to H[K .

Let Tcan be as above. If Aj is contained in a rigid vertex stabilizer, then Out0.GIH.t/;K/
acts trivially on Aj and we define Fj D Aj . If not, Aj is a vertex stabilizer Gv .
Vertex stabilizers adjacent to v are rigid or QH and, because of the way we defined it,
Out0.GIH.t/;K/ leaves Aj invariant and acts trivially on incident edge groups. It also
acts trivially on the groups belonging to HjAj

.

Defining Fj as the subgroup of Aj generated by incident edge groups and groups
in HjAj

, we have proved that the image of � is contained in
Q

j Out.Aj I fFj g
.t/;KjAj

/.
Conversely, choose a family ĵ 2Out.Aj I fFj g

.t/;KjAj
/. As explained in Section 2.3,

there exists ˆ 2 Out0.Tcan/ acting trivially on cyclic, rigid and QH vertex stabilizers
and inducing ĵ on Aj . We check that ˆ acts trivially on any H 2H . Such a group
H fixes a vertex v 2 Tcan . If Gv is cyclic, rigid or QH, the action of ˆ on H is trivial.
If not, Gv is (conjugate to) an Aj and the action is trivial because H � Fj. A similar
argument shows that ˆ preserves K up to conjugacy, so ˆ 2 Out.GIH.t/;K/. Since
ˆ acts trivially on rigid and QH vertex stabilizers, ˆ 2 Out0.GIH.t/;K/.
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3.2 Automorphisms preserving a tree

We now study the stabilizer of a tree. The following theorem clearly implies Theorem 1.4.

Theorem 3.11 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Let T be a simplicial tree
on which G acts with abelian edge stabilizers. Let K be a finite family of abelian sub-
groups of G, each of which fixes a point in T . Then Out.T;K/DOut.T /\Out.GIK/
is of type VF.

The group Out.T;K/ is the subgroup of Out.G/ consisting of automorphisms leaving
T invariant and mapping each group of K to a conjugate (in an arbitrary way). The tree
T is assumed to be minimal, but it may be a point, it may have trivial edge stabilizers,
and non-cyclic abelian subgroups need not be elliptic.

Theorem 3.4 proves Theorem 3.11 when T is a point. Also note that, if G is abelian
and T is not a point, then T is a line on which G acts by integral translations and
Out.T;K/ is of type VF because it equals Out.GIK[fN g/, with N the kernel of the
action of G on T .

Thus, we assume from now on that G is not abelian. We will prove Theorem 3.11
when T has cyclic edge stabilizers before treating the general case. This special case is
much easier because Out.Ge/ is finite for every edge stabilizer Ge and we may apply
[27, Proposition 2.3].

3.2.1 Cyclic edge stabilizers In this subsection we prove Theorem 3.11 when all
edge stabilizers Ge of T are cyclic (possibly trivial); this happens in particular if G is
hyperbolic.

As in Section 2.3, we consider the exact sequence

1 �! T �! Out0.T /
�
��!

Y
v2V

Out.GvI Incv/:

The image of � contains
Q
v2V Out.GvI Inc.t/v / and the index is finite because all groups

Out.Ge/ are finite (see [27], where Out.GvI Inc.t/v / is denoted by PMCG.Gv/). The
preimage of

Q
v2V Out.GvI Inc.t/v / is thus a finite index subgroup Out1.T /�Out.T /.

We want to prove that Out.T;K/ is of type VF, so we restrict the preceding discussion
to Out.T;K/. Let

Out1.T;K/D Out1.T /\Out.GIK/;

a finite-index subgroup. We show that Out1.T;K/ is of type VF (this will not use the
assumption that edge stabilizers are cyclic).
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The image of Out1.T;K/ by � is contained in
Q
v2V Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;KkGv

/, with KkGv

as in Section 2.1 and, arguing as in Section 2.3, one sees that equality holds. On the
other hand, Out1.T;K/ contains T because twists act trivially on vertex stabilizers,
hence on K since groups of K are elliptic in T . We therefore have an exact sequence

1 �! T �! Out1.T;K/ �!
Y
v2V

Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;KkGv
/ �! 1:

Vertex stabilizers are toral relatively hyperbolic, so the product is of type VF by
Theorem 3.4 applied to the Gv . We conclude the proof by showing that T is of type F.
This will imply that Out1.T;K/, and hence Out.T;K/, is VF.

We claim that T is isomorphic to the direct product of a finitely generated abelian
group and a finite number of copies of non-abelian vertex groups Gv . We use the
presentation of T given in [27, Proposition 3.1]. It says that T can be written as a
quotient

T D
Y
e;v

ZGv
.Ge/=hRV ;REi;

the product being taken over all pairs .e; v/ where e is an edge incident to v ; here
RE D

Q
e Z.Ge/ is the group of edge relations and RV D

Q
v Z.Gv/ is the group of

vertex relations, both embedded naturally in
Q

e;v ZGv
.Ge/. Every group ZGv

.Ge/ is
abelian, unless Ge is trivial and Gv is non-abelian. In this case ZGv

.Ge/DGv and
it is not affected by the edge and vertex relations since both Z.Gv/ and Z.Ge/ are
trivial. Our claim follows.

It follows that T is of type F provided that it is torsion-free. One may show that this
is always the case, but it is simpler to replace Out1.T;K/ by its intersection with a
torsion-free, finite-index subgroup of Out.G/.

3.2.2 Changing T We shall now prove Theorem 3.11 in the general case.

The first step, carried out in this subsection, is to replace T by a better tree �T (satisfying
the second assertion of the lemma below). When all edge stabilizers are non-trivial,�T may be viewed as the smallest common refinement (called lcm in [22]) of T and
its tree of cylinders (see Section 2.2). Here is the construction of �T .

Consider edges of T with non-trivial stabilizer. We say that two such edges belong to
the same cylinder if their stabilizers commute. Cylinders are subtrees and meet in at
most one point. A vertex v with all incident edge groups trivial belongs to no cylinder.
Otherwise v belongs to one cylinder if Gv is abelian and to infinitely many cylinders if
Gv is not abelian. To define �T , we shall refine T at vertices x belonging to infinitely
many cylinders.
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Given such an x , let Sx be the set of cylinders Y such that x 2 Y . We replace x by
the cone Tx on Sx : there is a central vertex, again denoted by x , and vertices .x; sY /

for Y 2 Sx , with an edge between x and .x; sY /. Edges e of T incident to x are
attached to Tx as follows: if the stabilizer of e is trivial, we attach it to the central
vertex x ; if not, e is contained in a cylinder Y and we attach e to the vertex .x; sY /,
noting that Ge leaves Y invariant.

Performing this operation at each x belonging to infinitely many cylinders yields a
tree �T . The construction being canonical, there is a natural action of G on �T , and
Out.T /� Out.�T /.
Lemma 3.12 (1) Edge stabilizers of �T are abelian, �T is dominated by T , and

Out.�T /D Out.T /.

(2) Let Gv be a non-abelian vertex stabilizer of �T . Non-trivial incident edge stabi-
lizers Ge are maximal abelian subgroups of Gv . If e1 and e2 are edges of �T
incident to v with Ge1

and Ge2
equal and non-trivial, then e1 D e2 .

Proof Let Y be a cylinder in Sx (viewed as a subtree of T ). The setwise stabilizer
GY of Y is the maximal abelian subgroup of G containing stabilizers of edges of Y .
The stabilizer of the vertex .x; sY / of �T , and also of the edge between .x; sY / and x ,
is Gx \GY ; it is non-trivial (it contains the stabilizer of edges of Y incident to x )
and is a maximal abelian subgroup of Gx . This proves that edge stabilizers of �T are
abelian, since the other edges have the same stabilizer as in T .

Every vertex stabilizer of T is also a vertex stabilizer of �T , so T dominates �T . Edges
of �T which are not edges of T (those between .x; sY / and x ) are characterized as
those having non-trivial stabilizer and having an endpoint v with Gv non-abelian. One
recovers T from �T by collapsing these edges, so Out.�T /� Out.T /.

Consider two edges e1 and e2 incident to v in �T , with the same non-trivial stabilizer.
They join v to vertices .v; sYi

/ and we have seen that Ge1
DGe2

is maximal abelian
in Gv . The groups GY1

and GY2
are equal because they both contain Ge1

DGe2
. Edges

of Yi have stabilizers contained in GYi
, so have commuting stabilizers. Thus Y1D Y2 ,

so e1 D e2 .

Remark 3.13 If Ge1
and Ge2

are conjugate in Gv , rather than equal, we conclude
that e1 and e2 belong to the same Gv–orbit. On the other hand, edges belonging to
different Gv–orbits may have stabilizers which are conjugate in G (but not in Gv ).
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3.2.3 The action on edge groups In Section 3.2.1 we could neglect the action of
Out0.T / on edge groups because all groups Out.Ge/ were finite. We now allow edge
stabilizers of arbitrary rank, so we must take these actions into account. We write
Out0.T;K/D Out0.T /\Out.GIK/.

Recall that, for each edge e of �DT=G, there is a natural map �eW Out0.T /!Out.Ge/

(see Section 2.3). The collection of all these maps defines a map

 W Out0.T;K/ �!
Y
e2E

Out.Ge/;

the product being over all non-oriented edges of �. We denote by Q the image of
Out0.T;K/ under  , so that we have the exact sequence

1 �! ker �! Out0.T;K/ �!Q �! 1:

Lemma 3.14 If T satisfies the second assertion of Lemma 3.12, then the group Q is
of type VF.

This lemma will be proved in the next subsection. We first explain how to deduce
Theorem 3.11 from it. The first assertion of Lemma 3.12 implies that the theorem
holds for T if it holds for �T , so we may assume that T satisfies the second assertion
of Lemma 3.12.

The kernel of  is the group discussed in Section 3.2.1 under the name Out1.T;K/, but
now (contrary to Convention 3.5) Out1.T;K/ may be of infinite index in Out.T;K/;
indeed, Out.T;K/ is virtually an extension of Out1.T;K/ by Q. To avoid confusion,
we use the notation ker rather than Out1.T;K/.

We proved in Section 3.2.1 that ker is of type VF and, by the lemma, Q is of type VF,
but this is not quite sufficient (see Remark 3.3). We shall now construct a finite-index
subgroup Out2.T;K/�Out0.T;K/ such that ker \Out2.T;K/ has type F. Applying
Corollary 3.2 to Out0.T;K/ then completes the proof of Theorem 3.11.

We argue as in Section 3.2.1. Recall from Section 2.3 the exact sequence

1 �! T �! Out0.T;K/
�
��!

Y
v2V

Out.GvI Incv;KkGv
/

whose restriction to ker is the exact sequence

1 �! T �! ker 
�
��!

Y
v2V

Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;KkGv
/ �! 1:
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Using the “more precise” statement of Theorem 3.4 we get, for each v2V , a finite-index
subgroup Out1.GvI Incv;KkGv

/� Out.GvI Incv;KkGv
/ such that

Out1.GvI Incv;KkGv
/\Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;KkGv

/

is of type F. Define the finite-index subgroup Out2.T;K/�Out0.T;K/ as the preimage
of
Q
v2V Out1.GvI Incv;KkGv

/ under � intersected with a torsion-free, finite-index
subgroup of Out.G/.

Restricting the exact sequence above, we get an exact sequence

1 �! T 0 �! ker \Out2.T;K/
�
��!L �! 1;

where L has finite index in the product of the groups

Out1.GvI Incv;KkGv
/\Out.GvI Inc.t/v ;KkGv

/;

hence has type F. The group T 0 is a torsion-free, finite-index subgroup of T , so has
type F as in Section 3.2.1. We conclude that ker \ Out2.T;K/ has type F. As
explained above, this completes the proof of Theorem 3.11 (assuming Lemma 3.14).

3.2.4 Proof of Lemma 3.14 There remains to prove Lemma 3.14. We let Ej be
representatives of conjugacy classes of maximal abelian subgroups containing a non-
trivial edge stabilizer. Note that Ej is allowed to be cyclic and maximal abelian
subgroups of G containing no non-trivial Ge are not included.

Inside each Ej we let Bj be the smallest direct factor containing all edge groups
included in Ej (it equals Ej if Ej is cyclic). It is elliptic in T , because it is an abelian
group generated (virtually) by elliptic subgroups.

Each automorphism ˆ2Out0.T;K/ induces an automorphism of Ej , which preserves
Bj and all the edge groups it contains. This defines a map

 0W Out0.T;K/ �!
Y
j

Out.Bj /

having the same kernel as the map  W Out0.T;K/ !
Q

e2E Out.Ge/ defined in
Section 3.2.3. Thus, it suffices to prove that the image of Out0.T;K/ by  0 is of
type VF. We do so by finding a finite-index subgroup Out1.T;K/ (not the same as in
Section 3.2.1) whose image is a product

Q
j Qj with each Qj of type VF.

Consider a non-abelian vertex group Gv . Define Incv;Z � Incv by keeping only the
incident edge groups which are infinite cyclic, and denote by Enc.v/ the set of edges
e of � with origin v and Ge non-cyclic (if e is a loop, we subdivide it so that it
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counts twice in Enc.v/). By Lemma 3.12 and Remark 3.13, the edge groups Ge for
e 2Enc.v/ are non-conjugate maximal abelian subgroups of Gv .

We apply Proposition 3.10, describing the action on non-cyclic maximal abelian sub-
groups, to Out.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/. We get a subgroup Out0.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/ of finite

index and a subgroup Fve � Ge for each edge e 2 Enc.v/ such that the image of
Out0.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/ in

Q
e2Enc.v/

Out.Ge/ is
Q

e2Enc.v/
Out.GeI fF

v
e g
.t/;KjGe

/.

We let Out1.T;K/� Out0.T;K/ be the subgroup consisting of automorphisms acting
trivially on cyclic edge stabilizers and acting on non-abelian vertex stabilizers as an
element of Out0.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/. It has finite index because

Out.GvI Inc.t/
v;Z;KkGv

/� �v.Out0.T;K//� Out.GvI Incv;Z;KkGv
/;

with all indices finite.

We now define Qj � Out.Bj / as consisting of automorphisms ĵ such that

(1) if Ge is a cyclic edge stabilizer contained in Bj , then ĵ acts trivially on Ge ;

(2) if Bj contains a non-cyclic Ge and v is an endpoint of e with Gv non-abelian,
then ĵ acts trivially on Fve ;

(3) non-cyclic edge stabilizers and abelian vertex stabilizers contained in Bj are
ĵ –invariant;

(4) ĵ extends to an automorphism of Ej leaving KjEj
invariant; in particular,

subgroups of Bj conjugate to a group of K are ĵ –invariant.

This definition was designed so that the image of Out1.T;K/ by  0 is contained
in
Q

j Qj . We claim that equality holds:

Lemma 3.15 The image of Out1.T;K/ by  0 equals
Q

j Qj .

Proof We fix automorphisms ĵ 2 Qj � Out.Bj / and we have to construct an
automorphism ˆ 2 Out1.T;K/. By (1) and (3) above, the ĵ induce automorphisms
ˆe of edge stabilizers (each non-trivial edge group Ge lies in a unique Ej , so there is
no ambiguity in the definition of ˆe ). As explained after Lemma 2.2, it suffices to find
automorphisms ˆv of vertex groups inducing the ˆe . We distinguish several cases.

If Gv is contained in some Bj (up to conjugacy), it is ĵ –invariant by (3), so we let
ˆv be the restriction.

If Gv is abelian but not contained in any Bj , we may assume that some incident Ge

is non-cyclic (otherwise we let ˆv be the identity). This Ge is contained in some Bj ,
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and Gv �Ej . In fact, Gv DEj : since Gv is not contained in Bj , it fixes only v , and
Ej fixes v because it commutes with Gv . We may thus extend ĵ to Gv using (4).

If Gv is not abelian, we construct ˆv in Out0.GvI Inc.t/
v;Z;KkGv

/ as follows. If
e2Enc.v/, the automorphism ˆe acts trivially on Fve by (2), and preserves KjGe by (4).
Thus, the collection of automorphisms ˆe lies in

Q
e2Enc.v/

Out.GeI fF
v
e g
.t/;KjGe

/.
Proposition 3.10 guarantees that Out0.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/ contains an automorphism

ˆv inducing ˆe for all e 2 Enc.v/ (and acting trivially on all cyclic incident edge
groups).

We have now constructed automorphisms ˆv2Out.Gv/ inducing the ˆe , so Lemma 2.2
provides an automorphism ˆ2Out0.T / whose image in

Q
j Out.Bj / is the product of

the ĵ because Bj is virtually generated by edge stabilizers. We show ˆ2Out1.T;K/.
By construction it acts trivially on cyclic edge groups and acts on non-abelian vertex
stabilizers as an element of Out0.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/. We just have to check that ˆ

leaves any K 2 K invariant.

The group K is contained in some Gv . If K is contained in some Bj , it is ˆ–invariant
by (4). Otherwise, K fixes no edge. If Gv is abelian, we have seen that either all
incident edge groups are cyclic (and ˆv is the identity) or Gv equals some Ej and
our choice of ˆv using (4) guarantees that K is invariant. If Gv is not abelian,
then K belongs to KkGv

because it fixes no edge. It is invariant because we chose
ˆv 2 Out0.GvI Inc.t/

v;Z;KkGv
/.

We have seen that the group Q of Lemma 3.14 is isomorphic to the image of Out0.T;K/
under  0, hence contains

Q
j Qj with finite index. To show that Q is of type VF,

there remains to show that each Qj is of type VF.

We defined Qj inside Out.Bj / by four conditions. As in Lemma 3.6, the first three
define an arithmetic group. To deal with the fourth one, we consider the group zQj

consisting of automorphisms of Ej that leave Bj and KjEj
invariant with the restriction

to Bj satisfying the first three conditions. This is an arithmetic group. It consists of
block-triangular matrices and one obtains Qj by considering the upper-left blocks of
matrices in zQj . It follows that Kj is arithmetic, as the image of an arithmetic group
by a rational homomorphism [6, Theorem 6], hence of type VF by Lemma 3.6.

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.14, and hence of Theorem 3.11.

4 A finiteness result for trees

The goal of this subsection is Proposition 4.8, which gives a uniform bound for the size
of certain sets of relative JSJ decompositions of G. This an essential ingredient in the
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proof of the chain condition for McCool groups. We will have to restrict to root-closed
(RC) trees, which are introduced in Definitions 4.3 and 4.7 (they are closely related to
the primary splittings of Dahmani and Groves [11]).

Definition 4.1 Let H be a subgroup of a group G. Its root closure e.H;G/, or simply
e.H /, is the set of elements of G having a power in H. If e.H /DH, we say that H

is root-closed.

If G is toral relatively hyperbolic and H is abelian, e.H / is a direct factor of the
maximal abelian subgroup containing H, and H has finite index in e.H /. Also note
that, given h 2G and n� 2, there exists at most one element g such that gn D h.

The following fact is completely general:

Lemma 4.2 Let T be a tree with an action of an arbitrary group. The following are
equivalent:

� Vertex stabilizers of T are root-closed.

� Edge stabilizers of T are root-closed.

Proof If gn fixes an edge eDvw , it fixes v and w . If vertex stabilizers are root-closed,
g fixes v and w , hence fixes e , so edge stabilizers are root-closed.

Conversely, if gn fixes a vertex v , then g is elliptic, hence fixes a vertex w . Edges
between v and w (if any) are fixed by gn, hence by g if edge stabilizers are root-closed.
Thus g fixes v .

We now go back to a toral relatively hyperbolic group G.

Definition 4.3 A tree T is an RC tree if

� all non-cyclic abelian subgroups fix a point in T ;

� edge stabilizers of T are abelian and root-closed.

When G is hyperbolic, RC trees are the Zmax –trees of Dahmani and Guirardel [12]:
non-trivial edge stabilizers are maximal cyclic subgroups.

Lemma 4.4 (1) Let T be an RC tree with all edge stabilizers non-trivial. Its tree of
cylinders Tc (see Section 2.2) is an RC tree belonging to the same deformation
space as T .
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(2) If T1 and T2 are RC trees relative to some family H and edge stabilizers of T1

are elliptic in T2 , there is an RC tree �T1 relative to H which refines T1 and
dominates T2 . Moreover, the stabilizer of any edge of �T1 fixes an edge in T1 or
in T2 .

Proof Non-triviality of edge stabilizers ensures that Tc is defined. The vertex stabiliz-
ers of Tc are vertex stabilizers of T or maximal abelian subgroups, so are root-closed.
The deformation space does not change because T is relative to non-cyclic abelian
subgroups (see [23, Proposition 6.3]). This proves (1).

We define a refinement �T1 of T1 dominating T2 as in [21, Lemma 3.2], by blowing up
each vertex v of T1 into a Gv–invariant subtree of T2 . We just have to check that its
edge stabilizers are root-closed. As in the proof of [12, Lemma 4.9], an edge stabilizer
of �T1 is an edge stabilizer of T1 or is the intersection of a vertex stabilizer of T1 with
an edge stabilizer of T2 , so is root-closed.

Proposition 4.5 Let G be toral relatively hyperbolic. In each of the following two
cases, there is a bound for the number of orbits of edges of a minimal tree T with
abelian edge stabilizers:

(1) T is bipartite: each edge has exactly one endpoint with abelian stabilizer (redun-
dant vertices are allowed).

(2) T is an RC tree with no redundant vertex.

Here and below, the bound has to depend only on G (it is independent of the trees
under consideration).

Case 1 applies in particular to trees of cylinders.

Proof We cannot apply Bestvina and Feighn’s accessibility theorem [3] directly
because T does not have to be reduced in the sense of [3]: � D T=G may have a
vertex v of valence 2 such that an incident edge carries the same group as v . We say
that such a v is a non-reduced vertex. The assumptions rule out the possibility that �
contains long segments consisting of non-reduced vertices (as in the example at the top
of [3, page 450]).

If T is bipartite, consider all non-reduced vertices of � and collapse exactly one of the
incident edges. This yields a reduced graph of groups, and at most half of the edges of
� are collapsed, so [3] gives a bound.
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If T is an RC tree with no redundant vertex, every non-reduced vertex v of � D T=G

has exactly two adjacent edges ev and fv , whose groups satisfy Gev
  Gv D Gfv

.
Among all edges incident to a non-reduced vertex, consider the set Em consisting of
those with Ge of minimal rank. No two edges of Em are adjacent at a non-reduced
vertex, because T is an RC tree. Now collapse the edges in Em .

If I D e1[e2[� � �[ek is a maximal segment in the complement of the set of vertices
of � having degree 3 or carrying a non-abelian group, we never collapse adjacent
edges ei and eiC1 (and we do not collapse e1 if k D 1; we may collapse e1 and e3

if k D 3). It follows that at least one third of the edges of � remain after the collapse.

Repeat the process. Denote by M the maximal rank of abelian subgroups of G. After
at most M steps one obtains a graph of groups which is reduced in the sense of [3],
hence has at most N edges for some fixed N . The number of edges of � is bounded
by 3MN .

Proposition 4.6 Given a toral relatively hyperbolic group G, there exists a number M

such that, if T1! T2! � � � ! Tp is a sequence of maps between RC trees belonging
to distinct deformation spaces, then p �M.

Proof There are two steps:

� The first step is to reduce to the case when no edge stabilizer is trivial. Consider
the tree T i (possibly a point) obtained from Ti by collapsing all edges with non-trivial
stabilizer. A map Ti ! TiC1 cannot send an arc with non-trivial stabilizer to the
interior of an edge with trivial stabilizer, so T i dominates T iC1 . Vertex stabilizers of
T i are free factors; there are finitely many possibilities for their isomorphism type.

Using Scott’s complexity, it is shown in [16, Section 2.2] that the number of times that
the deformation space Di of T i differs from that of T iC1 is uniformly bounded. We
may therefore assume that DD Di is independent of i .

Let H1; : : : ;Hk be representatives of conjugacy classes of non-trivial vertex stabilizers
of trees in D . They are free factors of G, hence toral relatively hyperbolic, and k is
bounded.

Consider the action of Hj on its minimal subtree T
j
i � Ti (we let T

j
i be any fixed

point if the action is trivial). It is an RC tree and no edge stabilizer is trivial. The
deformation space of Ti is completely determined by D and the deformation spaces
Dj

i of the trees T
j
i (viewed as trees with an action of Hj ). It therefore suffices to

bound (by a constant depending only on Hj ) the number of times that Dj
i changes in

a sequence T
j
1
! T

j
2
! � � � ! T

j
p , so we may continue the proof under the additional

assumption that the Ti have non-trivial edge stabilizers.
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� Now that edge stabilizers are non-trivial, the tree of cylinders of Ti is defined. By
the first assertion of Lemma 4.4, we may assume that it equals Ti .

Since all trees are trees of cylinders, we may assume, by [23, Proposition 4.11], that all
domination maps Ti! TiC1 send vertex to vertex and map an edge to either a point
or an edge. Such a map may collapse an edge to a point, or identify edges belonging to
different orbits, or identify edges in the same orbit. The first two phenomena are easy
to control, since they decrease the number of orbits of edges; controlling the third one
requires more care (and restricting to RC trees).

We associate a complexity .n;�s/ to each Ti , with n the number of edges of Ti=G and
s the sum of the ranks of its edge groups; complexities are ordered lexicographically.
We claim that the complexity of TiC1 is strictly smaller than that of Ti . This gives the
required uniform bound on p , since n (hence also s ) is bounded by the first case of
Proposition 4.5.

Let fi W Ti! TiC1 be a domination map as above. Complexity clearly cannot increase
when passing from Ti to TiC1 . If n does not decrease, no edge of Ti is collapsed
in TiC1 . Since Ti and TiC1 belong to distinct deformation spaces, there exist distinct
edges e and e0 identified by fi . They have to belong to the same orbit (otherwise n

decreases), so e0Dge for some g2G. The group hg;Gei fixes the edge fi.e/Dfi.e
0/

of TiC1 , so is abelian. It has rank bigger than the rank of Ge because Ge is root-closed
and g …Ge . Thus s increases, and the complexity decreases.

Let A be the family of all abelian subgroups. Let H be a family of subgroups of G.
A JSJ tree (over A) relative to H may be defined as a tree T such that T is relative
to H , edge stabilizers of T are elliptic in every tree which is relative to H , and T

dominates every tree satisfying the previous conditions (all trees are assumed to have
abelian edge stabilizers). This motivates the following definition, where we require
that T be an RC tree (compare [12, Section 4.4]). Recall that HCab is obtained by
adding all non-cyclic abelian subgroups to H .

Definition 4.7 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group and H a family of sub-
groups. A tree T is an RC JSJ tree relative to HCab if

(1) T is relative to HCab and is an RC tree;

(2) edge stabilizers of T are elliptic in every (not necessarily RC) tree with abelian
edge stabilizers which is relative to HCab ;

(3) T dominates every tree satisfying (1) and (2).

We will construct RC JSJ trees in Section 5. Note that non-cyclic edge stabilizers
always satisfy (2).
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Proposition 4.8 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Let H1� � � ��Hi � � � �

be an increasing sequence (finite or infinite) of families of subgroups with G freely
indecomposable relative to H1 . For each i , let Ui be an RC JSJ tree relative to HCab

i .
There exists a number q , depending only on G, such that the trees Ui belong to at most
q distinct deformation spaces.

Proof Let Ui be as in the proposition. Note that Ui satisfies condition (1) of
Definition 4.7 with respect to HCab

j if j � i and condition (2) with respect to HCab
j

if j � i . But cyclic edge stabilizers of Ui do not necessarily satisfy (2) with respect to
HCab

j if j < i .

In general, there is no domination map Ui!UiC1 , so we cannot apply Proposition 4.6
directly. The easy case is when, for each i , every cyclic edge stabilizer of UiC1 is
contained in an edge stabilizer of Ui . Indeed, this implies that UiC1 satisfies condition
(2) with respect to HCab

i (not just to HCab
iC1

). By condition (3), Ui dominates UiC1 , so
Proposition 4.6 applies.

Next, assume that there is an RC tree T relative to H1 such that, for all i , there is
a domination map T ! Ui that collapses no edge. Each cyclic edge stabilizer Ge

of UiC1 contains an edge stabilizer Ge0 of T (take for e0 any edge whose image
contains a subarc of e ). Since G is freely indecomposable relative to H1 and T is
relative to H1 , one has Ge0 ¤ 1, and Ge0 DGe because Ge0 is root-closed. Since the
map T ! Ui collapses no edge, Ge fixes an edge in Ui and we conclude as above.

We now construct such a tree T . By condition (2) of Definition 4.7, edge stabilizers
of U1 are elliptic in U2 , so by Lemma 4.4 there is an RC tree T1 relative to H1 which
refines U1 and dominates U2 ; we remove redundant vertices of T1 if needed. Edge
stabilizers of T1 fix an edge in U1 or U2 , so are elliptic in U3 and one may iterate.
One obtains RC trees Ti relative to H1 such that Ti refines Ti�1 and dominates UiC1 .
By Proposition 4.5, all trees Ti for i large enough are equal to a fixed RC tree T .
We have no control over how large i has to be, but we have a uniform bound for the
number of orbits of edges of T .

By construction, there are domination maps fi W T ! Ui , but fi may collapse some
G–invariant set of edges. There are only a bounded number of possibilities for the
set Ei of edges of T that are collapsed by fi , so we may assume that E D Ei is
independent of i . Collapsing all edges of E then gives a tree T as wanted.

5 The chain condition

We prove Theorem 1.5. In this section we only consider groups of the form Out.GIH.t//,
so we use the simpler notation Mc.H/. Since we do not yet know that every Mc.H/ is
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a McCool group, we assume that every Hi is a finite set of finitely generated subgroups
(this is needed to apply Lemma 2.3).

Since Mc.H0/ D Mc.H [H0/ if Mc.H/ � Mc.H0/, we may assume Hi � HiC1 .
We will use the following procedure several times. We associate an invariant to each
family Hi and we show that, as i varies, the number of distinct values of the invariant
is bounded (by which we mean that there is a bound depending only on G ). We then
continue the proof under the additional assumption that the value of the invariant is
independent of i .

� The first invariant is the Grushko deformation space Di relative to Hi (see
Section 2.2). The assumption Hi � HiC1 implies that Di dominates DiC1 . As
in the proof of Proposition 4.6, it follows from [16] that the number of times that Di

changes is bounded. We may therefore assume that Di is constant.

Let G1; : : : ;Gn be the free factors in a Grushko decomposition GDG1�� � ��Gn�Fp

relative to Hi (they do not depend on i up to conjugation since Di is constant).
The subgroup of Mc.Hi/ consisting of automorphisms sending each factor Gj to a
conjugate has bounded index and it is determined by the McCool groups McGj

.Hi jGj
/,

so we are reduced to the case when G is freely indecomposable relative to Hi .

� We then consider the canonical JSJ tree Ti (over abelian subgroups) relative to
HCab

i , ie to Hi and all non-cyclic abelian subgroups (see Section 2.2); it is Mc.Hi/–
invariant. We cannot use Proposition 4.8 to say that the number of distinct Ti is
bounded, because they are not RC trees, so we shall now replace Ti by an RC JSJ tree
Ui .

Any edge e of Ti joins a vertex v1 whose stabilizer is a maximal abelian subgroup to
a vertex v0 with non-abelian stabilizer. The group Ge is a maximal abelian subgroup
of Gv0

, but not necessarily of Gv1
. Let Ge be the root-closure of Ge in Gv1

(hence
also in G ). As in [12, Section 4.3], we can fold all edges in the Ge –orbit of e together.
Doing this for all edges of Ti yields an RC tree Ui which is Mc.Hi/–invariant.

This construction may also be described in terms of graphs of groups, as follows.
We now view e D v0v1 as an edge of Ti=G. Subdivide it by adding a midpoint u

carrying Ge . This creates two edges v0u and uv1 , carrying Ge and Ge , respectively.
Do this for every edge e of Ti=G. Collapsing all edges uv1 yields Ti=G, whereas
collapsing all edges v0u yields Ui=G.

The quotient graph Ui=G is the same as Ti=G, but labels are different. Edge groups
are replaced by their root-closure and non-abelian vertex groups have gotten bigger
(roots have been adjoined: each fold replaces some Gv0

by Gv0
�Ge

Ge ). Just like Ti ,
the tree Ui is equal to its tree of cylinders because folding only occurs within cylinders;
in particular, Ui is determined by its deformation space.
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Note that Ui may have redundant vertices and is not necessarily minimal (this happens
if Ti=G has a terminal vertex carrying an abelian group, and the incident edge group
has finite index). In this case we replace Ui by its minimal subtree.

We claim that Ui is an RC JSJ tree relative to HCab
i , in the sense of Definition 4.7. It

satisfies conditions (1) and (2) since its edge stabilizers are finite extensions of edge
stabilizers of Ti . Any tree satisfying these two conditions is dominated by Ti because
Ti is a JSJ tree. But any RC tree dominated by Ti is also dominated by Ui (with
notations as above, e and ge must have the same image if g 2Ge ).

� Proposition 4.8 lets us assume that Ui is a fixed tree U. It is invariant under
every Mc.Hi/. We let Out0.U / be the finite-index subgroup of Out.U / consisting
of automorphisms preserving U and acting trivially on � D U=G. The number of
edges of � is uniformly bounded, by Proposition 4.5, so the index of Out0.U / in
Out.U / is bounded and it is enough to prove the chain condition for Mc0.Hi/ WD

Mc.Hi/\Out0.U /.

Let V be the set of vertices of � . As recalled in Section 2.3, there are maps
�vW Out0.U /! Out.Gv/ and a product map �W Out0.U /!

Q
v2V Out.Gv/. Since

U is relative to Hi , the group of twists T D ker � is contained in Mc0.Hi/.

Lemma 5.1 There exist subgroups Out1.Gv/�Out.Gv/, independent of i , such that

(1)
Q
v2V Out1.Gv/ is contained in �.Mc0.Hi// for every i ;

(2) the index of Out1.Gv/ in �v.Mc0.Hi// is uniformly bounded.

This lemma implies Theorem 1.5 because Mc0.Hi/ contains ��1.
Q
v2V Out1.Gv//

with bounded index.

Proof of Lemma 5.1 Let Hi;v WD .Hi/kGv
be the set of (conjugacy classes of) sub-

groups of Gv which are conjugate to an element of Hi and which fix no other point
in T (see Section 2.1). Since two such subgroups are conjugate in Gv if and only if
they are conjugate in G, we may view Hi;v as a subset of Hi .

Since, as explained in Section 2.3, �.Mc0.Hi// contains
Q
v2V Mc.Incv [Hi;v/, it

suffices to fix v 2V and to construct Out1.Gv/ with Out1.Gv/�Mc.Incv[Hi;v/ and
the index of Out1.Gv/ in �v.Mc0.Hi// uniformly bounded. We distinguish several
cases:

� First suppose that Gv ' Zk is abelian, so Out.Gv/D Aut.Gv/D GL.k;Z/. Let
Ai be the root-closure of the subgroup of Gv generated by incident edge groups and
subgroups in Hi;v . It is a direct factor and increases with i , so we may assume that
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it is independent of i . We define Out1.Gv/ � Out.Gv/ as the subgroup consisting
of automorphisms equal to the identity on Ai . It is equal to Mc.Incv [Hi;v/ and
contained in �v.Mc0.Hi//. We must show that the index is bounded.

The group Ai is invariant under �.Mc0.Hi// and we have to bound the order of the
image of Mc0.Hi/ in Out.Ai/. Any incident edge group Ge of Gv contains an edge
stabilizer Ge of Ti with finite index, and the image of the map �eW Mc0.Hi/!Out.Ge/

is finite by Lemma 2.3. Since Ai is generated by incident edge groups and elements
which are fixed by Mc0.Hi/, this implies that the image of Mc0.Hi/ in Out.Ai/ is
finite. Its cardinality is uniformly bounded because there is a bound for the order of
finite subgroups of GL.k;Z/, so the index of Out1.Gv/ in �v.Mc0.Hi// is bounded.

� We now consider a non-abelian vertex stabilizer Gv . It follows from the way Ui

was constructed that Gv is, for each i , the fundamental group of a graph of groups ƒi;v .
This graph is a tree. It has a central vertex vi , which may be viewed as a vertex of
Ti=G with Gvi

non-abelian. All edges e join vi to a vertex ue carrying a root-closed
abelian group, and the index of Ge in Gue

is finite. The graph of groups ƒi;v is
invariant under the action of Mc0.Hi/ on Gv .

We say that Gv (or v ) is rigid with sockets or QH with sockets, depending on the type
of vi as a vertex of Ti (since the number of vertices of Ti=G is bounded, we may
assume that this type is independent of i ).

� If Gv is rigid with sockets, we define Out1.Gv/ as the trivial group and we have to
explain why �v.Mc0.Hi// is a finite group of bounded order. Assume first that U DTi

(ie U is also a regular JSJ tree). Lemma 2.3 then implies that �v.Mc0.Hi// is a finite
subgroup of Gv , but we need to bound its order only in terms of G (independently
of the sequence Hi ). To get this uniform bound, we note that there are only finitely
many possibilities for Gv up to isomorphism by [24]. Moreover, Out.Gv/ is virtually
torsion-free by [25, Corollary 4.5], so there is a bound for the order of its finite
subgroups.

In general (ie without assuming U D Ti ), we study �v.Mc0.Hi// through its action
on the graph of groups ƒi;v as in Section 2.3 (note that edges are not permuted). The
group of twists is trivial because edge groups are maximal abelian in Gvi

and terminal
vertex groups are abelian (see [27, Proposition 3.1]), so we only have to control the
action of Mc0.Hi/ on vertex groups of ƒi;v .

Applying Lemma 2.3 to the JSJ decomposition Ti , we get finiteness of the image of
Mc0.Hi/ in Out.Gvi

/ and in Out.Ge/ for every edge e of Ti , and hence of ƒi;v . The
action of an automorphism on the edge groups of ƒi;v determines the action on the
abelian vertex groups because they contain the incident edge group with finite index.
This proves that �v.Mc0.Hi// is finite, and boundedness follows as above.
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� There remains the case when Gv is QH with sockets. The group Gvi
is then

isomorphic to the fundamental group of a compact surface †i and incident edge groups
are boundary subgroups. The topology of †i may vary with i , but the number of
boundary components of †i is bounded (by a simple accessibility argument, or because
the rank of Gvi

as a free group is bounded, by [24]).

If J is a subgroup of G, denote by Ui.J / the set of elements of J that are HCab
i –

universally elliptic (ie elliptic in every G–tree with abelian edge stabilizers which
is relative to Hi and to non-cyclic abelian subgroups). We view it as a union of
J–conjugacy classes. Since Hi �HiC1 , we have Ui.J /� UiC1.J /. We shall show
that the sequence Ui.Gv/ stabilizes.

We first study Ui.Gvi
/: we claim that Ui.Gvi

/ is the union of the conjugacy classes of
boundary subgroups of Gvi

D �1.†i/. Indeed, any boundary subgroup is an incident
edge group of vi (up to conjugacy) or has a finite-index subgroup conjugate to a
group in Hi (otherwise, G would be freely decomposable relative to Hi ; see [21,
Proposition 7.5]). It follows that Ui.Gvi

/ contains all boundary subgroups (incident
edge groups are HCab

i –universally elliptic because Ti is a JSJ tree relative to HCab
i ).

Conversely, by [21, Proposition 7.6], any g 2 Ui.Gvi
/ is contained in a boundary

subgroup of �1.†i/. This proves our claim and shows, in particular, that Ui.Gvi
/ is

the union of a bounded number of conjugacy classes of maximal cyclic subgroups
Lj .i/ of Gvi

.

We now consider Ui.Gv/. The HCab
i –universally elliptic elements of Gv are contained

(up to conjugacy) in Gvi
or in one of the terminal vertex groups of ƒi;v , so Ui.Gv/ is

the union of the conjugates of the root-closures (in Gv ) of the groups Lj .i/. Since
Hi �HiC1 , we have Ui.Gv/� UiC1.Gv/. As Ui.Gv/ is the union of the conjugates
of a bounded number of cyclic subgroups, we may assume that Ui.Gv/D U.Gv/ does
not depend on i .

Elements of �v.Mc0.Hi// send each cyclic group in U.Gv/ to a conjugate (conjugacy
classes are not permuted because the action on Ti=G is trivial). They act trivially on
groups in Hi;v , but they may map an element g belonging to a terminal vertex group
of ƒv;i to g�1 (geometrically, they correspond to homeomorphisms of †i which may
reverse orientation on boundary components).

We define Out1.Gv/�Out.Gv/ as the group of automorphisms acting trivially on each
cyclic group in U.Gv/ (geometrically, we restrict to homeomorphisms of †i equal
to the identity on the boundary). It is contained in Mc.Incv [Hi;v/, because Ui.Gv/

contains the incident edge groups of Gv in U, hence contained in �v.Mc0.Hi//, and
the index is bounded in terms of the number of conjugacy classes of cyclic subgroups
in U.Gv/.
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Remark 5.2 Groups of the form Out.GIH/, with H a finite family of abelian
groups, do not satisfy the descending chain condition: consider G D Z2 D hx;yi

and Hi D fhx;y
2i

ig.

6 Proof of the other results

We first note the following consequence of the chain condition:

Proposition 6.1 If C is an infinite family of conjugacy classes, there exists a finite
subfamily C0 � C such that Mc.C/DMc.C0/.

Recall that Mc.C/ is the group of outer automorphisms fixing all conjugacy classes
belonging to C .

Proof Write C as an increasing union of finite families Ci and note that Mc.C/ is the
intersection of the descending chain Mc.Ci/.

To prove Corollary 1.6, saying in particular that every McCool group is an elementary
McCool group, we need the following fact:

Lemma 6.2 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Let H be a subgroup
and ˛ 2Aut.G/. If ˛.h/ and h are conjugate in G for every h 2H, then ˛ acts on H

as conjugation by some g 2G.

Proof We may assume that there is a non-trivial h 2H such that ˛.h/D h. If H is
abelian, malnormality of maximal abelian subgroups implies that ˛ is the identity on H.
If not, the result follows from [31, Lemma 5.2] (which is valid for any homomorphism
'W H !G, not just automorphisms of H ); see also [2, Corollary 7.4].

Corollary 1.6 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. If H is any family of
subgroups of G, there exists a finite set of conjugacy classes such that Mc.H/DMc.C/.

Recall that Mc.H/ is also denoted by Out.GIH.t//. We favor the notation Mc.H/ in
this subsection.

Proof Given an arbitrary family H , let CH be the set of all conjugacy classes having
a representative belonging to some Hi . By Lemma 6.2, Mc.H/DMc.CH/. We apply
Proposition 6.1 to get Mc.H/DMc.C/ with C finite.

Together with Theorem 3.11, this implies our most general finiteness result.
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Corollary 6.3 Let G be a toral relatively hyperbolic group. Let H be an arbitrary
collection of subgroups of G. Let K be a finite collection of abelian subgroups of G.
Let T be a simplicial tree on which G acts with abelian edge stabilizers, with each
group in H[K fixing a point.

Then the group Out.T;H.t/;K/DOut.T /\Out.GIH.t/;K/ of automorphisms leaving
T invariant, acting trivially on each group of H and sending each K 2K to a conjugate
(in an arbitrary way) is of type VF.

Proof By Corollary 1.6, we may write Out.GIH.t//DMc.C/ for some finite family
of conjugacy classes Œci �, with each ci belonging to a group of H and hence elliptic
in T . Defining LD fhciig, we see that Mc.C/ is a finite-index subgroup of Out.GIL/,
so Out.T;H.t/;K/ is a finite-index subgroup of Out.T;K[L/. By Theorem 3.11, this
group has type VF and therefore so does Out.T;H.t/;K/.

Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 1.8 will be proved at the end of the section.

Proposition 1.10 Given a toral relatively hyperbolic group G, there exists a number
C such that, if a subgroup �M � Out.G/ contains a group Mc.H/ with finite index,
then the index Œ �M WMc.H/� is bounded by C .

Proof By Corollary 1.6, we may write Mc.H/DMc.C0/ for some finite set C0. Let C
be the orbit of C0 under �M. Since Mc.C0/ fixes C0, this is a finite �M–invariant collection
of conjugacy classes. We thus have

Mc.C/�Mc.C0/� �M � �Mc.C/

and it suffices to bound the index Œ �Mc.C/ WMc.C/�.

As in the beginning of Section 5, let GDG1�� � ��Gn�Fr be a Grushko decomposition
of G relative to C and let GDfG1; : : : ;Gng. The group �Mc.C/ permutes the conjugacy
classes of the groups in G . Since the cardinality of G is bounded and G has finitely
many free factors up to isomorphism, we may assume that G is one-ended relative
to C .

We now consider the JSJ decomposition Tcan over abelian groups relative to C and
non-cyclic abelian groups. It is invariant under �Mc.C/, so we may study �Mc.C/ through
its action on Tcan (see Section 2.3).

The number of edges of �can D Tcan=G being bounded by the first case of Proposition
4.5, we may replace �Mc.C/ and Mc.C/ by their subgroups �Mc0.C/ and Mc0.C/ acting
trivially on �. The group of twists T is contained in Mc0.C/, so as in the proof of
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Lemma 5.1 it suffices to construct Out1.Gv/�McGv
.Incv [ CkGv

/ with the index of
Out1.Gv/ in �v. �Mc0.C// uniformly bounded. We distinguish the same cases as in the
proof of Lemma 5.1.

If Gv is abelian, isomorphic to Zk with k � 2, let H < Gv be the set of elements
whose orbit under �v. �Mc0.C// is finite. This is a subgroup of Gv , isomorphic
to some Zp , which is invariant under �v. �Mc0.C// and contains the incident edge
groups by Lemma 2.3. We define Out1.Gv/ D McGv

.fH g/. It is contained in
McGv

.Incv [ CkGv
/. The image of �v. �Mc0.C// in Aut.H / D GL.p;Z/ is finite,

and its order bounds the index of Out1.Gv/ in �v. �Mc0.C//. This concludes the proof
in this case, since there is a bound for the order of finite subgroups of GL.p;Z/.

If Gv is rigid, we let Out1.Gv/ be trivial. The image of �Mc0.C/ in Out.Gv/ is finite
by Lemma 2.3, and bounded by [24] as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.

If Gv D �1.†/ is QH, we define Out1.Gv/ D PMC.†/ D McGv
.Incv [ CkGv

/.
Elements of �v. �Mc0.C// may reverse orientation, or permute boundary components
of †.

Corollary 6.4 Extended elementary McCool groups �Mc.C/ of G satisfy a uniform
chain condition.

Proof Given a descending chain �Mc.Ci/, define C0i D C0[ � � � [ Ci and note that

Mc.C0i/D
\
j�i

Mc.Cj /� �Mc.Ci/D
\
j�i

�Mc.Cj /� �Mc.C0i/:

The corollary follows from Theorem 1.5, since by Proposition 1.10 the index of Mc.C0i/
in �Mc.C0i/ is bounded.

We now prove Corollary 1.11, stating that, for any A< Out.G/, there is a subgroup
A0 <A of bounded finite index such that, for the action of A0 on the set of conjugacy
classes of G, every orbit is a singleton or is infinite.

Proof of Corollary 1.11 Let CA be the (possibly infinite) set of conjugacy classes
of G whose A–orbit is finite. Partition CA into A–orbits and let Cp be the union of the
first p orbits. The image of A in the group of permutations of Cp is contained in that
of �Mc.Cp/, so by Proposition 1.10 its order is bounded by some fixed C . This C also
bounds the order of the image of A in the group of permutations of CA .
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Recall that Ac.H;H0/� Aut.G/ is the group of automorphisms acting trivially on H
(in the sense of Definition 1.2, ie by conjugation) and fixing the elements of H0 .
Proposition 1.13 states that, if G is non-abelian, then Ac.H;H0/ is an extension

1 �!K �! Ac.H;H0/ �!Mc.H0/ �! 1

with Mc.H0/� Out.G/ a McCool group and K the centralizer of H0 . Corollary 1.14
states that the groups Ac.H;H0/ are of type VF and satisfy a uniform chain condition.

Proof of Proposition 1.13 Let H0DH[fH0g. Map Ac.H;H0/�Aut.G/ to Out.G/.
The image is Mc.H0/. The kernel K is the set of inner automorphisms equal to the
identity on H0 . Since G has trivial center, it is isomorphic to the centralizer of H0 .

Proof of Corollary 1.14 The group Mc.H0/ has type VF by Theorem 1.3. The group
K is abelian or equal to G, so has type F because G does [10]. Proposition 1.13 and
Corollary 3.2 imply that Ac.H;H0/ has type VF. Moreover, a chain of centralizers
has length at most 2 since the centralizer of H0 is trivial, G or a maximal abelian
subgroup. The uniform chain condition for McCool groups (Theorem 1.5) then implies
the uniform chain condition for groups of the form Ac.H;H0/.

We now deduce the bounded chain condition for fixed subgroups.

Proof of Theorem 1.8 Let J0   J1   � � �  Jp be a strictly ascending chain of fixed
subgroups. Let Ac.∅;Ji/ be the subgroup of Aut.G/ consisting of automorphisms
equal to the identity on Ji . Since Ji is a fixed subgroup, Ac.∅;Ji/© Ac.∅;JiC1/.
Corollary 1.14 then gives a bound on the length of the chain.

Remark One can adapt the arguments of Section 5 to prove Theorem 1.8 directly
(without passing through McCool groups).

We now prove Proposition 1.7, saying that Out.Fn/ contains infinitely many non-
isomorphic McCool groups for n � 4 and infinitely many non-conjugate McCool
groups for n� 3.

Proof of Proposition 1.7 Let H be the free group on three generators a, b , c .
Given a non-trivial element w 2 ha; bi, let Pw be the cyclic HNN extension Pw D

ha; b; c; t j tct�1 D wi. It is free of rank 3, with basis a, b , t . Let 'w be the
automorphism of Pw fixing a and b and mapping t to wt (it equals the identity on H

since it fixes cD t�1wt ). The image ˆw of 'w in Out.Pw/ preserves the Bass–Serre
tree T of the HNN extension (it belongs to its group of twists T ).
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We apply this construction with w D akbk for k a positive integer. As k varies, the
cyclic subgroups hˆwi are pairwise non-conjugate in Out.Pw/' Out.F3/, as seen
by considering the action on the abelianization.

We shall now prove the second assertion of the proposition for n D 3, by showing
that hˆwi is a McCool group of Pw , namely hˆwi DMcPw

.fH g/� Out.F3/. The
extension to n> 3 is straightforward, by adding generators to H.

Consider splittings of Pw over abelian (ie cyclic) subgroups relative to H. The tree
T is a JSJ tree because its vertex stabilizers are universally elliptic [21, Lemma 4.7];
in particular, Pw is freely indecomposable relative to H. Moreover, T equals its tree
of cylinders (up to adding redundant vertices) because w is not a proper power, so
T is the canonical JSJ tree Tcan . The McCool group McPw

.fH g/ therefore leaves T

invariant and it is easily checked using [27] that McPw
.fH g/D T D hˆwi.

To prove the first assertion of the proposition, consider Rw D Pw � hdi ' F4 , the
family HDfH; hdig and the McCool group McRw

.H/�Out.F4/. The decomposition
Rw D Pw � hdi is a Grushko decomposition of Rw relative to H because Pw is
freely indecomposable relative to H. This decomposition is invariant under McRw

.H/
because it is a one-edge splitting (see [14, Corollary 1.3]).

The stabilizer Out.T / of the Bass–Serre tree T in Out.Rw/ is naturally isomorphic to

Aut.Pw/�Aut.hdi/' Aut.Pw/�Z=2Z

(see [27]); the natural map Out.T /! Out.Pw/ kills the factor Z=2Z and coincides
with the quotient map Aut.Pw/! Out.Pw/ on the other factor. The McCool group
McRw

.H/ is isomorphic to the preimage of McPw
.fH g/D hˆwi in Aut.Pw/, hence

to the mapping torus

Qw D ha; b; t;u j uaD au; ub D bu; utu�1
D akbk ti:

The abelianization of Qw is Z3 �Z=kZ, so the isomorphism type of Qw changes
when k varies. This proves the first assertion of the proposition for n D 4. The
extension to larger n is again straightforward.

Appendix: Groups with finitely many McCool groups

In this appendix we describe cases when Out.G/ only contains finitely many McCool
subgroups. In particular, we show that the values of n given in Proposition 1.7 are
optimal.
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Proposition A.1 If G is a torsion-free, one-ended hyperbolic group, then Out.G/
only contains finitely many McCool groups up to conjugacy.

Proposition A.2 Out.F2/ only contains finitely many McCool groups up to conju-
gacy.

Proposition A.3 Out.F3/ only contains finitely many McCool groups up to isomor-
phism.

The proof of Proposition A.1 requires the fact that Out.G/, and, more generally,
extended McCool groups �Mc.C/, only contain finitely many conjugacy classes of finite
subgroups. This will appear in [17].

Proof of Proposition A.1 We assume that Out.G/ contains infinitely many non-
conjugate elementary McCool groups Mc.Ci/ and we derive a contradiction (this
implies the proposition, by Corollary 1.6).

It is proved in [33, Corollary 4.9] that there are only finitely many minimal actions of
G on trees with cyclic edge stabilizers, up to the action of Out.G/, so we may assume
that the canonical cyclic JSJ tree relative to Ci (the tree Tcan of Section 2.2) is a given
tree T . This tree is invariant under all groups Mc.Ci/, so Mc.Ci/ � Out.T /. In this
proof, we cannot restrict to Out0.T /.

Given a vertex v of T , we define Ci;v as the restriction Ci jGv
if Gv is cyclic and as

CikGv
if Gv is not cyclic (recall from Section 2.1 that conjugacy classes represented by

elements fixing an edge of T do not belong to CikGv
). The tree being bipartite, Ci is

the disjoint union of the Ci;v .

We say that v is used if Ci;v is non-empty. Since there are finitely many G–orbits
of vertices, we may assume that usedness is independent of i ; we let Vu be a set of
representatives of orbits of used vertices. We may also assume that the type of vertices
with non-cyclic stabilizer (rigid or QH) is independent of i (QH vertices with † a pair
of pants are rigid; we do not consider them as QH).

We claim that QH vertices Gv of T are not used. Indeed, any boundary subgroup of
Gv is an incident edge stabilizer of T : otherwise, Gv would split as a free product
relative to Incv , contradicting one-endedness of G. Elements in Ci are universally
elliptic (relative to Ci ) and the only universally elliptic subgroups of Gv are contained
in boundary subgroups of Gv because Gv is flexible (see [21, Proposition 7.6]), so
CikGv

is empty.
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For v 2 Vu , define Outi.Gv/� Out.Gv/ as the set of automorphisms which fix each
conjugacy class in Ci;v and leave the set of incident edge stabilizers globally invariant.
Any automorphism in Mc.Ci/ is an automorphism of T which leaves Gv invariant
(up to conjugacy) and induces an automorphism belonging to Outi.Gv/. Conversely,
any automorphism of T satisfying these properties for every v 2 Vu lies in Mc.Ci/.
This means that Mc.Ci/ is completely determined by the knowledge of the groups
Outi.Gv/ for v 2 Vu .

We complete the proof by showing that there are only finitely many possibilities for
each Outi.Gv/. This is clear if Gv is cyclic, and QH vertices are not used, so there
remains to consider the case where Gv is rigid.

In this case, Outi.Gv/ is finite by Lemma 2.3 (otherwise Gv would have a cyclic
splitting relative to Incv and Ci;v , contradicting rigidity). Since Gv is hyperbolic,
Out.Gv/ has finitely many conjugacy classes of finite subgroups [17]. We deduce
that there are finitely many possibilities for Outi.Gv/, up to conjugacy in Out.Gv/.
Unfortunately, this is not enough to get finiteness for Mc.Ci/ up to conjugacy in Out.G/,
because the conjugator may fail to extend to an automorphism of G.

To remedy this, we consider Mc.Incv/ and �Mc.Incv/, with Incv the family of incident
edge groups as in Section 2.1 and �Mc.Incv/D �Out.GvI Incv/ the set of outer automor-
phisms of Gv preserving Incv (see Definition 2.1; edge groups may be permuted and
the generator of an edge group may be mapped to its inverse).

The group Outi.Gv/�Out.Gv/ is finite and contained in �Mc.Incv/ (but not necessarily
in Mc.Incv/). By [17], �Mc.Incv/ has only finitely many conjugacy classes of finite
subgroups. It follows that there are only finitely many possibilities for Outi.Gv/ up to
conjugation by an element of �Mc.Incv/, hence also up to conjugation by an element
of Mc.Incv/ since Mc.Incv/ has finite index in �Mc.Incv/.

We may therefore assume that Outi.Gv/ is independent of i if Gv is cyclic and v 2Vu ,
and that all groups Outi.Gv/ are conjugate by elements of Mc.Incv/ if v 2 Vu is rigid.
Any element of Mc.Incv/ extends “by the identity” to an automorphism of G which
leaves T invariant and acts trivially (as conjugation by an element of G ) on Gw if w is
not in the orbit of v . Since Mc.Ci/ is determined by the groups Outi.Gv/ for v 2 Vu ,
we conclude that all groups Mc.Ci/ are conjugate in Out.G/.

Proof of Proposition A.2 We view Out.F2/'GL.2;Z/ as the mapping class group
of a punctured torus † (with orientation-reversing maps allowed). Let c be a peripheral
conjugacy class (representing the commutator of basis elements of F2 ).

We consider a McCool group Mc.H/ � Out.F2/. We may assume that Mc.H/ is
infinite. By the classification of elements of GL.2;Z/ or by the Bestvina–Paulin
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method and Rips theory, F2 then splits over a cyclic group relative to H and c (see for
instance [25, Theorem 3.9]). Such a splitting is dual to a non-peripheral simple closed
curve  �†.

If there are two different splittings, they are dual to curves  and  0 whose union
fills †, so H only contains peripheral subgroups. It follows that Mc.H/ is either
Out.F2/' GL.2;Z/ or SL.2;Z/. If the splitting is unique, Mc.H/ fixes  (viewed
as an unoriented curve up to isotopy). Since the splitting dual to  is relative to H ,
the Dehn twist T around  is contained in Mc.H/. The stabilizer Stab. / of 
in the mapping class group contains hT i with finite index (the index is 4 because
a homeomorphism may reverse the orientation of † and/or of  ). We thus have
hT i �Mc.H/� Stab. /, with both indices finite. Finiteness of Mc.H/ up to conju-
gacy follows, since  is unique up to the action of the mapping class group.

The remainder of this appendix is devoted to the proof of Proposition A.3. We first
record a few useful facts.

Lemma A.4 Fix n. Up to isomorphism, Out.Fn/ only contains finitely many virtually
solvable subgroups.

Proof Virtually solvable subgroups are virtually abelian [1; 5]. More precisely,
they contain Zk with k � 2n� 3 as a subgroup of bounded index (see [5, Proof of
Theorem 1.1, page 94]). This implies finiteness, for instance by [32, Theorem 8.6].

Lemma A.5 Let A be virtually cyclic and B be virtually Fn for some n. Up to
isomorphism, there are only finitely many groups which are extensions of A by B .

Proof This follows from standard extension theory [8, Sections III.10 and IV.6], noting
that Out.A/ is finite and B has a finite-index subgroup with trivial H 2 .

Proof of Proposition A.3 Now consider a McCool group Mc.H/ � Out.F3/. The
first step is to reduce to the case where F3 is freely indecomposable relative to H . If
this does not hold, let � be a Grushko decomposition relative to H (see Section 2.2).
It is not unique; we choose one with as few edges as possible.

If all vertex groups are cyclic, groups in H are generated (up to conjugacy) by powers
of elements belonging to some fixed basis of F3 , and finiteness holds. Otherwise, there
is a vertex group Gv ' F2 . Our choice of � implies that � has a single edge (it is an
HNN extension, or an amalgam F2 �Z with a finite-index subgroup of Z belonging
to H). It follows that � is Mc.H/–invariant [14; 28] and Mc.H/ is determined by its
image in Out.F2/. This image is the McCool group Mc.HjF2

/, so finiteness follows
from Proposition A.2.
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We continue the proof under the assumption that F3 is freely indecomposable relative
to H . Let �can be the canonical Mc.H/–invariant cyclic JSJ decomposition relative
to H (see Section 2.2). Vertex groups Gv are cyclic, rigid or QH.

One easily checks the formula
P
v.rk Gv � 1/D 2. In particular, rk Gv � 3 for all v

and, if some Gv is isomorphic to F3 , then all other vertex groups are cyclic.

If Gv ' �1.†/ is a QH vertex group, it is isomorphic to F2 or F3 , so there are 9

possibilities for the compact surface †:

(1) Pair of pants.

(2) Sphere with 4 boundary components.

(3) Projective plane with 2 boundary components.

(4) Projective plane with 3 boundary components.

(5) Torus with 1 boundary component.

(6) Torus with 2 boundary components.

(7) Klein bottle with 1 boundary component.

(8) Klein bottle with 2 boundary components.

(9) Non-orientable surface of genus 3 with 1 boundary component.

Each incident edge group Ge is (up to conjugacy) a boundary subgroup of �1.†/.
Conversely, there are two possibilities for a boundary subgroup C . If it is an incident
edge group, it equals Ge for a unique incident edge. If not, we say that the corresponding
boundary component of † is free; in this case, some finite-index subgroup of C belongs
to H .

As in Section 2.3, the finite-index subgroup Mc0.H/ of Mc.H/ acting trivially on
�can maps to

Q
v Out.Gv/ with kernel the group of twists T . The image in Out.Gv/ is

finite if Gv is cyclic or rigid, and virtually the mapping class group of † if Gv is QH,
and T is isomorphic to some Zk (see [25, Section 4.3]).

By mapping class group, we mean the group of isotopy classes of homeomorphisms of
a compact surface † mapping each boundary component to itself in an orientation-
preserving way. We denote it by PMC.†/ as in Section 2.2.

By Lemma A.4, we may assume that there is a QH vertex v with PMC.†/ non-
solvable. As explained above, there are 9 possibilities for †. Cases 1, 3 and 7 are
ruled out because PMC.†/ is virtually cyclic (see [34], or argue as in the proof of
Proposition A.2, noting that a finite-index subgroup of PMC.†/ fixes a conjugacy
class of F2 which is not a power of the commutator).
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If �can is trivial (ie if the QH subgroup Gv is the whole group), Mc.H/ is the mapping
class group of †. We therefore assume that �can is non-trivial.

Lemma A.6 If Gv has rank 3, then † has a free boundary component.

Proof This follows from [4, Lemma 4.1], a generalization of the standard fact that
a cyclic amalgam A �hci B of free groups is free only if c belongs to a basis in A

or B .

This lemma rules out case 9.

Now suppose that all vertices of �can other than v are terminal vertices carrying Z (by
Lemma A.6, this holds in cases 6 and 8). In this case the group of twists T is trivial
(see [27, Proposition 3.1]). The group Mc.H/ contains PMC.†/ with finite index
and there are finitely many possibilities: they depend on whether edges of �can may be
permuted and whether elements in edge groups may be mapped to their inverse.

We must now deal with cases 2, 4 and 5. We start with 4. The only possibility left
is that �can has two vertices v and w joined by 2 edges, with Gw cyclic. Every
automorphism leaving �can invariant maps Gv to itself (up to conjugacy), and we
consider the natural map from Mc.H/ to Out.Gv/. As above, the image contains
PMC.†/ with finite index and there are finitely many possibilities. The kernel is the
group of twists T , which is isomorphic to Z. Since PMC.†/ is isomorphic to F3 by
[34, Theorem 7.5], we conclude by Lemma A.5.

The argument in case 2 is similar. Besides v and w , there may be another vertex w0,
with Gw0 cyclic and a single edge between v and w0. The group PMC.†/ is again
free; it is isomorphic to F2 (see for instance [13, Section 4.2.4]).

In case 5 (a once-punctured torus), there is a single edge incident to v . Collapsing all
other edges yields a Mc.H/–invariant decomposition as an amalgam F3DGv �haiGw
with Gw 'F2 . By the standard fact recalled above, a belongs to a basis of Gw (and is
equal to a commutator in Gv ). The group Mc.H/ acts trivially on the graph underlying
this amalgam and the map � (see Section 2.3) maps Mc.H/ to Out.Gv/�Out.Gw/,
with kernel the group of twists T , isomorphic to Z. The image in Out.Gv/ is isomorphic
to GL.2;Z/ or SL.2;Z/.

We now consider the image L of Mc.H/ in Out.Gw/. It preserves the conjugacy class
of hai. If L is finite (necessarily of order at most 6), then Mc.H/ maps onto GL.2;Z/
or SL.2;Z/ with virtually cyclic kernel K ; there are finitely many possibilities for K up
to isomorphism (it maps to L with cyclic kernel), and we conclude by Lemma A.5. As
explained in the proof of Proposition A.2, if L is infinite, it is virtually cyclic, contains
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a “Dehn twist” Ta and has index at most 4 in the stabilizer of the conjugacy class of
hai in Out.Gw/. Since Mc.H/ is determined by its image in Out.Gv/�Out.Gw/ and
this image contains SL.2;Z/� hTai, this leaves only finitely many possibilities.
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